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Nuu- chah -nulth Pole Raised in New Zealand
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Tim Paul's Totem Pole stands before 35,000 spectators and millions of
television viewers during the closing ceremonies of the 1990 Commonwealth Games in Auckland, New Zealand.

Meeting Between NTC& Premier's
Advisory Council Focuses
on Land Question
The unresolved land
British
in
question
Columbia was the focus
of a meeting between
the Premier's Advisory
Council on Native Affairs and the Nuu -chahnulth Tribal Council.
Premier Bill Vander
Zalm and seven members of his advisory
council were in Port Alberni on February 27th
to learn more about the
issues of importance
and concern to the native community.
The Nuu -chah -nulth
Tribal Council, through
spokesman
its
George
Chairman
Watts, made it clear that
the development of a
negotiating process for
resources
and
land

were at the top of their
agenda.
The premier and his
delegation were welcomed by Chief Hughie
of
the
Watts
Opetchesaht Tribe and
Chief Adam Shewish of
the Tseshaht Tribe.
Chief Watts said that
he hoped "you have
come here with an open
mind to listen to our
concerns."
we
co"Unless
operate to manage the
resources we may look
at the elimination of all
life itself," he said.
Chief Shewish, in his
address,
welcoming
also expressed concern
about the resources "our rivers, our trees,
and everything else ".

Chairman
George Watts, who was
appointed as the only
the
for
spokesman
group at a meeting on
the previous day, then
read a prepared statement to the advisory
council. It outlined some
of the concerns of the
Nuu -chah -nulth people
and offered possible
solutions. (See page 5
for the complete statement).
"The job before us Mr.
Vander Zalm is to work
agreement
an
out
whereby our two titles
can co -exist with certainty," it said in the
statement.
It concluded that, "Mr.
Premier, your government has the resoonNTC

sibility to lead this
into
province
negotiations with us.
should do so
You
without fear because
your signature must be
on a final document and
it
should
therefore
reflect what we both
want in order to build a
better Canada."
the
reading
After
asked
statement Watts
the premier's council if
they had any concerns
or questions about their
position.
The premier said that
"it (land claims) is a very
difficult issue for us. It
may be a difficult issue
because we don't fully
understand it."

Thirty -seven
Nuu chah -nulth
people,
mostly
from
the
Hesquiaht Tribe, travelled to Auckland, New
Zealand to support Tim
Paul in the raising of his
latest totem pole.
The pole, which Tim
carved at the Royal
British
Columbia
Museum, was a gift
from the Province of
British Columbia to the
people of New Zealand
in commemoration of
the
British
Comonwealth Games.
The 36 -foot high pole
was raised at Awataha
Marae, a Maori meeting
place, in Northcote, just
north of Auckland.
On the previous day
the pole was seen by
over 35,000 spectators
at Mt. Smart Stadium
and before an estimated
television audience of
300 million, as it was
raised during the closing ceremonies of the
Commonwealth Games.
The Nuu -chah -nulth
people went to New
Zealand
to
conduct
traditional ceremonies
relating to such an important event.
They also acted as
of
ambassadors
goodwill for Canada
who will be hosting the
next
Commonwealth
Games in Victoria in
1994.
Also in Auckland to
support the pole- raising
and to welcome people

to Victoria were 23
people
Coast Salish
from
Southern Vancouver Island.
On the morning of
February 4, just before
daybreak at 6 a.m.,

I

everyone gathered at
the Awataha Marae.
was
The
pole
truck
transported by
to
the gateway of the
Marae.
Mr. Tutua performed
Maori
(a
a karakia
prayer)
everyone
as
walked to the site, led
by the Maori people.
The Maori people had
placed three of their
poles, between two and
three metres in height
around the place where
Tim Paul's totem was
going to be raised.
These poles were
as
placed
there
guardians to protect the
pole.
Nuu -chah -nulth
There was one guardian
for each of the three
Maori tribes that lived in
the area.
Maori people
The
blessed these poles and
named them.
When the Maoris had
finished
their
the
ceremonies,
Hesquiahts approached
the area where the pole
was going to stand.
Elder Alice Paul chanted a prayer and led Tim
Paul and Francis Amos
and the rest of the
people
Hesquiaht
towards the site.
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am writing about the
calendar that has been
distributed by the HaHo -Payuk School, for n
has very incorrect information about Chief
Wckanninish and I am
wrong to correct it
writing
The statements given
in the calendar are that
he got his chieftainship
from the late Joe (Shotty) Frank. This is rotor-

Published by the Nwchah -venin Tribal
Council for distribution to members of the 14
Nuuchah-nulth tribes and to other interested
group and individuals. Information and
original work contained in this newspaper
may not be reproduced without written permission from the Nuu- chah -nugh Tribal
Council, P.O. Box 1383, Port Alberni. B.C.,
VOY 7M2 Phone 724 -5757. Fax 723 -0463.
Printed in the offices of the Alberni Valley
Times. Editor Bob Sodetlund. Subscriptions:
$10 annually.
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rect.
He

LETTERS

got
his
chieftainship or title
from his late Uncle Edward Joseph Jr., this
was
Nellie
Frank's
brother, this being pas-

address
or
return
number
to
phone
verity authorship. No
unsigned letters will
be printed however If
you wish to remain
your
errors Letters must anonymous
will
wiheld
name
be
be
signed by the
writer and have a by request.
The Ha- ShhM -Se will
print letters from Its
readers. We reserve
the right to edit for
brevity and taste and
to correct grammatical

RE ¡UPDATE
FROM THE

GOVERNMENT

NEWSPAPER
DEC. 1989
PAGES5 -12

A letter of Thanks & Invitation
This Is an open loner
to all our friends, family
and

relatives

of

the
area.
During the period from
October
1989
to
February
1990,
my
husband, our dad and
papa, was very ill, coin
c
Cary at times.
'
During that period
them were many, many
people who were very
supportive, financially,
morale or otherwise.
Which we appreciate
very much, because It
helped us through a
tremendous trying time.
We would Ake to
thank you for all the
flowers, get well cards.
ems.
boil and Oar rides, the
many, many duly phone
calls, people who came
from near and tar to
vie, prayers that were
especially said on Pat's
and our behalf.
To kin all and eveMhing, we are most certain
to miss someone or
something and we have
clear of doing that. As

Nuuchah -nuth

B.C.

OF

we want to acknowledge each kind gesture
no matter how small.
II was through your
kind support and the
care you bestowed on
our family we were able
to
maintain in our
strength and pull us
through a crucial period
in our fives.
You make us
so
proud to be part of the
Nuu -shah -nutth nation.
As usual you came
through
with
flying
colors. Which is not
surprising as you are
such wonderful people.
March 24, 1990
Hall in
Thunderbird
the
are
6 p.m., we
are hosting a dinner in
and
celebration
thanksgiving for Pat's
recovery and your and
those of
support. For
you that can, please
come, you will be most

Era of Cooperation in
Native Affairs
read every word of
it.. from page 5 to 12...
All those grants... All
those pits?... All those
goodies?...
It still sounds as if all
the taxpayers' money of
B.C. is going towards
us, and everybody else
is starving!
In the same breath,
the newspaper says,
in B.C.... 47 per
I
of Canada's new
)hobs... Now, s o me Of
our
guests
comteemed... some of
em
visitors
commented.
some Invited guests
commented.., so
some of
different racial colors...
and others... innocent._"
'How come we do not
nave an Indian Prime
Minister instead of a
Dutch Premiere "I was
thankful, it made me
think and feel".
I

sed on by Chief Joseph
So nothing was for- school in White..
kanninish)
from cad on to George Frank
Please be advised
Clayoquot. This was because his late Uncle that this correction be
passed on to Chid Ed- Edward Joseph Jr. pas- made immediately. The
ward Joseph Sr.
sed it on to George name'
WMy shish
This is how it was Frank as he was next of contes from my antesdone:
Chief Joseph kin.
tors and only to be used
(Wickannininh)
Nellie
So George Frank till by immediate family of
Frank's
grandfather. not go to residential
we George E. Frank (Chief
Chief Edward Joseph school. By that time we Wok annuls h).
Sr.
Nellie Frank's had
an
elementary
Thank you.
father. Chief Edward school right on the
Sincerely,
Joseph Jr.
Nellie reserve. From there he Nellie Frank
Frank's brother. Chief went
to
secondary (nee Joseph)
George Frank
Nellie
Frank's son.
So this is to illustrate
that the chieftainship
George Frank tames is
On March 16th the Ha- Flo -Payuk School
from his mother's side
invited members of the Frank family and elders
of the family, and not
from the Nuuchah -nutth Tribes to a lunch.
from his late lather's
The purpose of the gathering was to make
an apology to Chief George Frank and to corside of the family. This
root the mistake that was made in the oaten
correction is very impordar
printed by the School.
tam, so I will not be
Chief Adam Shewish made the apology on
compelled ' to
lake
behalf of the school and sad that they meant
measures. Please be
advised
to distribute
no harm to anyone.
Elder Louise McCarthy, speaking lot Chief
better information than
this because this is
George Frank and his mother Nellie, said that
something very impor
the family accepted the apology.
rant, because we are
Stan from the school then gave out gifts
the Grass Roots, we
and money to everyone who attended.
should know Our history.
Elders Margaret Amos, Agnes Dick, Allan
This is passed on to
Dick and Roy Haiyupis also spoke, giving advice to the staff and thanking them for correctgeneration after generaing the mistake in the proper way.
Son.
The next Ha- Shilth -Sa will have e corrected
version of the calendar in
a..
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-

-
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Ha -Ho -Payuk Apologizes

iL........

KLECO! KLECO!
-

-

Thank you to the
Kelco
Kleco
friends and relatives, people that were at our
home during the night
you were wonderful,
also comforting during before the burial.
Mrs.
Chester was
my time of sorrow and
high
-spirited
loss
of
and
grief due to the
my beloved wife Mrs. courageous to the very
end, never feared.
Rove Chester.
lal
special thanks to
Come April 1990, we
would
have shared 37
Edgar
and
Francs
years
together. I feel
for
words
of
Charlie
the
comfort as you sat with that I owe her everythus. (Wisdom of our ing and more. With this
share with you all her
forefather,
feeling
towards me.
My cousin Erne for
"The
longer we're
boing with ma and
married
incoming
the
more I realanswering
ize
how
phone calls thank you
much I need
welcome.
for taking over you, I realize how much
brother,
Vera
Sincerely,
things as I could not' a means to have your
Little, Liz McDonald,
properly love, your help, your
1140k
Patti, Robby and Ryon
the days.
understanding.
throughout
Burndge.
Am ende Williams
'The longer we're
married, the more I
. hope
you know the
On behalf of my things I feel in my heart
daughter Tanya and and all the special
Kleco! Kleco! I enjoy very much my Ha- Shilth -Sa
myself Charlotte Ram- reasons why I love you
panen, we would tike to as !do.'
The issue before, re:
a lot.
cannot seem to live say a belated Thane
With
she signed
,
Elders 8 Women 8 Congratulations to all without children, women you to USMA
-ehah- love Mrs. Chester.
Children, was excellent
the beautiful
neu
women of and men.
nulth and the tribal
Very thankful to Cad
It brought tears to my
all of Our tribes ... and
council for reognibon Edgar Sr, and family for
eyes
and Vol. 16 No.
nations,
Love Always,
and scholarships away- all
You ditl on your own
8 November 30, 1989,
Love to all our - A. Williams
dad to us at melt annual free
can will and feeling. I
and the Totem Pole children...
assembly. Once again tt tan never repay all
the
blessed to go on its way
I
men air a Nation etas
was
greatly
ap- kindness
think
and love your
I like
to New Zealand
very loving also.
'predated.
family showed, Cad.

Ir.

I

I

1

A Thank You

-

l

-

Rose was a very fine
and kind lady and I will
always remember this
Of her, a Rose that can not be replaced.
We shared happy and
sad times together, we
hiked coast Pails. hunt
led, fished, travelled,
cried and also laughed
together, and now
miss her so.
Also cannot forget the
helping
hand
from
Wilma Dodderer, thank
you, for the hours you
Spent making my wife
comfortable as possible
during her last evening
with us all.
Beth myself and wile
were thankful for all you
would do for her during
your visits to our home,
when she was at home.
She spoke highly of you
and your work.
Thank you, again,
Wilma, keep up the
good work.
Kleco- Kleco all.
I

-

.

-
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Smokehouse suspends operations

A CORRECTION

Ha-Shilth-Sa

30,1990

Brotherly,
Stan Chester
DKldeht

NTC Makes Tough Decisions at Decentralization /Budget Meeting
The Nuuchah -nutth
Tribal Council met at
Tin -Wis on March 1 -4 to
deal with two issues
the decentralization of
NTC services and the
1990-91 budget.

-

tough

Some
decisions had to be
made during this meeting including a decision
to suspend operations
NTC
the
of
Smokehouse.
Two representatives
Bank
of
from
the
the
Montreal, who carry
financial services for the
subNTC
and
its
expressed
sidiaries,
their concern that the
Smokehouse enterprise
was not secured in a
stable financial position.
From their perspoWe they felt that the
Smokehouse was not a
viable operation and it
needed corrective aclion to satisfy their
demands.
They
suggested
some alternate financial
arrangements and, Offer
ew
some intense '
by
vl
the
discussion
and
tribal council, it was felt
that the only practical
solution was to suspend
operations immediately.
The chairman Of the
the
'
of
board
Danny
Smokehouse,
Watts, requested that
he personally contact
thee management and
employees on March
them ol the
2nd to
closure of the plant,
The tribal council approved the continuation
of an external audit
taking place, with the intent that it will identify
tential options and
f the
market value
operation.
Thel chairman of the
NTC. George Watts,
said that this was a sad
day for all of us, espedaily for the employees
Smokehouse,
of the
and his words were
echoed by many of the
tribal representatives.
On
the
issue Of
decentralization, u each
Mites were asked
of the tribes
to state what their positits and recommenstations were.
Some of the areas
discussed included:
direction for alcohol
and drug counsellors
should come from the
band councils, not the

-

health board.
USMA Community
Initiatives money should
go directly to the tribes
at the begging of the
year.
increase
adminisirative funds to the
tribes.
a priority be placed
on land claims research
in the communities.
housing development.
NTC administration
building.
respect
of
the
hereditary system.
community heating.
and
eduction
actoremployment
luniOes for the young
people.
longer terms of
office for band councils.
There was also e discussion on the boards
of directors for the
USMA program and the
health program It was
felt that both subsidiaries are human
services programs and
that two boards of drattors are a drain on
human ¡ resources from
the community and on
financial resources.
h was resolved that
the two boards dissolve
and one board of dinttors be formed for the
two programs.
The new board will be
open to all NTC tribes
that request a seat

-

-

-

-

providing

that

Tseshahl reserve.
A resolution was also
passed that the NTC
look into the feasibility
of implementing a nous
ing co-ordinator posiIon. to work on such
things as CMHC hour ing, bulk purchasing,
and inspections.
In
other business
there was a discussion
about the B.C. vice
miel position with the
First
Assembly
of
Nations as coca Joe
Mathias has recently
resigned. Elections for
vice chief will take place
in Srdlhers in April.
On the afternoon of
day two of the meetings
the council moved onto
the annual budget meeting.
Budgets were present
NTC
for
the
led
USMA,
programs
health,
education,
capital housing, capital
infrastructure,
social
housing,
Social
development, and NTC
and band administration
and pension plan.
Some new develop merits that were put in
place at the budget
meeting Included
a new disperse ment formula for capital
where
infrastructure,
each tribe gets a base
budget and the balance
of funds are allocated
through barter and trade

among the tribes on a
year -to-year basis.
- Community
funding
lot
haloes
$750,000 approved on
a basis of $20,000 per
tribe and the remainder
on a per capita basis.
The tribes are to decide
what their Oodles are
for these funds.
expansion of
land claims program
from
full -lime
two
workers to four workers
effective April 1, 1990
and restructuring of the
program to one coon'
Creator in Port Alberni

-

-

-

andoneworkerforeach
of the three geographic
areas.
the creation Ot a
permanent
full -time
position for
collogo /university asStudent
counsellor.
a change in the
University
8e Probes(U8P)
Post
sonal
Secondary
Education
program policy to allow
funding for a one year

-

-

familiarization
college
program for all U8P
students who so desire
and that all potential
use.
Nuu -chah -nutth
students be encouraged
to take the college prep
Course.
- an increase in funding for students in OST

skills
(occupational
training), to a level
comparable with U8P

student support.
In the social housing
allocation for 1990 -91,
the
Nuuchah -nugh
Tribal Council was altoted 10 units.
Five Tribes were ad
plying for these units,
however, the members
of the tribal council were
reminded by Lloyd Billy,
Ehattesahl, that according to a previous resolelion passed by the NTC,
all tribes applying for
housing units
social
must have complete
documentation in order
and with them at the
budget meeting.
As it turned out Ehaltesaht was the only tribe
that met this requirement and the members
of the council agreed
that they had to follow
their policy and all 10
units were allocated to
Ehattesaht.
These units will be
Ehalis
built at the
Reserve at Zebalbs.
This year's budget
meeting was no diftotem than those in pas
years in that there Is
never enough money
available to meet the
needs
l
the cornmore.. oSo as usual it
was a "gi
and lake'
and
situation
a lot of
difficult decisions were
made by the represenlaves over the four
days.

they

guarantee their anewThe
two
dance.
f
the
chairmen
previous cards will become chairman and CO.
chairman of the new
board.
These positions are
held by Nelson Keitlah
and Richard Watts.
The newly formed
board will be known as
the NTC Human Sal.
vices Board of Dimetors.
It was also resolved
-lo double the USMA
DevelopCommunity
ment budget to each
tribe and to allow 100
per cent release of the
budgets at the beginring of the year for the
and
control
tribes'
management.
A resolution was passari to proceed with two
wings of a new NTC
administration building
which will be located at
Mall Mans on the

Al lunch on the last
day Ucluelet elder Alex
McCarthy stood up with
members of his tribe
and congratulated. first,
the chairman George
Watts for his presence
tine to the Premier's
Council earlier in the
'week, and secondly he
congratulated the young
Chiefs for showing any
during their meetings.
Don't let greed, hate, or
jealousy enter into your
discussions he advised
the Chiefs.
Jerry
Jack
also
spoke, about the imporland of their language
and he said that people
Shah use their real
names, their
lotus
names,
especially
during their occasions
when money is being
given Out.
Before leaving, Iho
delegates thanked the
TIa- o- qui -aht Firs! Nalion and their Hereditary
for
their
Chefs
hospitality.
Many expressed their
satisfaction al how the
meetings went despite
the tad they were
lengthy and tiring and
they had to deal with
some very difficult is
sues
regular
The
next
Nuu of
the
meeting
Tribal
chah -onh
Council IS scheduled for
May 25 and 26 al Hol

Sands

Tluukwana Lives ßñ
December - The Ire
Mans having Corr.
menced some of their
winter festivals and
the Chief being engaged In a Klonkwana,
e young woman fell
trances a and
into
began to prepare to
become a medicine
woman.. As my posi Lion with the malorlly
of the people was becoming solid, and as I
could reckon upon
being sustained In
anything I would undenke for their good,
Interfere.
I decided to
Since the medicine
women all
this care
sal around
d
new
honors,
for
dictate
I
sent a posse of
ces
strong men to scatter
them with menaces
and threats. All the
imImposters

left
the
mediately
house and the young
women took to the
bush. It Is now settled
that for the future
consulting

and

employing

medicine

men and women can
no longer be tolerated
in this neighborhood.
the
greatest
Thus
to
the
con
obstacle
version
the
of

Hesqulahts Is forever
removed.
Mission
To
From:
18741900.
Nootka
Edited by Charles 1.11lard.

....

The above statement was read out at a
hosted
by
dinner
Ma -Kish -KeeChief
Ins.
Simon Lucas,
during the recent NTC
meeting at Tin

and
dinner
ceremonies during It
were to cleanse the
Hesquiaht Tribe of any
harm for mistakes that
were made during the
trip to New Zealand.
The

Father Brabant had
the
said
that
Tluukwana would be

forever

removed,

r
however that Is not
the case, said Simon
have
Lucas. They
struggled to continue
with It today and O will
live on, however mis
takes will be made.
Despite what hap paned the tribe call
remain untied, Francis
Amos added.

ANNOUNCEMENT
SUNS Lahal Tournament, March
30, 31, April 1, has been cancelled out
of respect for the Dick Family Potlatch
in Ahousat.

Congratulations!
To Dr. Richard Atino on his recent
acceptance of the Phd. Degree at the

University of British Columbia.
From: KI -KE -IN (Ron Hamilton)

t

rte;

ti

NUU -CHAH -NULTH PRESENTATION
TO PREMIER'S ADVISORY COUNCIL

Ha-SW1tbSa,March20,1990
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Meeting Between NTC & Premier's Advisory Council
Continued from page 1.

.

He ad- common, like the desire

selfthat the
government issue tailed
at the constitutional contetenoe because we
done know enough
about ir.
Wafts used an exampie from his own family
about how Nuuchahnunh people feel about
themselves. He said
that he had a Dutch
brother-in -law who lived
in Holland during the
war. Wafts had asked
him, If the Gentians
had won the war, would
you
feel
any
less
Cetus? The answer of
course was no.
°Wet- we feel the
same way about being
dad

Nuu- chah -nukh;

told the
matter if
us with
wouldn't

Watts

premier. "No
you ruled over
an army we
feel any less

Nuu -chah -nunh.
We
done

to have a guaranteed
source of dean water.

Other components of
an agreement would be
more specific to areas,
for example, the sea
resources clam beds,
etc. that are an issue to
coastal
tribes.
The
coastal tribal areas may
wish to negotiate issues
of common concern
together.
The Nuuchah -nulth
are not going to give
you 14 claims," (for

,

-

34

each tribe) said Watts,
well do it collectively
and men work out our

differences
ourselves."

among

asked
would
the
governhow
ment be able to provide
services
such
as
hospital,
education,
economic development,
if they don't have the
revenue from the trees,
lore instance. Do you
shut down hospitals?
"You are now advocating
land
our
Walls.
Inclaim," said
stead of the ludicrous
welfare relationship that
they have with the
Department of Indian Aflairs presently, the nafive people want to inn
their own economies,
he said.

o

mink
anybody gave us the
right to govern outsets but the Creator.°
said Watts, "all you can
do is recognize n, just
like we have to recognine everybody else in
the world has the fight
to govern themselves."
One of the subjects
that was discussed was
the "state of tear that
the govemment and
natives have about
We don't want our
land claims.
George Watts told the own hospitals; he said,
premier
that
if
a as some of their villages
a hundred
negotiated
document only
was upsetting to white people. They would still
people "you don't have want hospital s
s provided
by
p
to losign it ".
Y ry the
°Why
Wefts sad that their government.
wood?
cut
our
own
intent is not to take over
throats?
We
would
on- Indian
jobs
or
houses, but they do make sure the security
want to ensure that is there for the economy
°there is something left of the province."
des suggested
suagestas
Wafts also
of this word that we can
that
Meares
Island, as
pass
on
to
our
an example,
s
not
grandchildren".
any
Income
generating
"Let's gel to that
place of certainty, so to the government as it
you can issue your is tied up in the courts
TFL's with certainty, and And in fact, It le costing
woe can operate ie our the government and the
co
people
- sumo
communities with
sums of oney through
talky, so woe can
something on to our. legal expenses.
It's time to expand
descendants.
our land base; Watts
"Let's deal with this told the council, "to set
once and for all and live aside certain powers to
together," Watts said.
manage resources in
When asked how he our communities."
envisioned it to work,
rest,
"The
were
the chairman replied prepared to let you use
that mere are some with certainty, but you
things that all Indian have to respect that we
nations in B.C. have in. have hereditary chiefs
la-

have

Premier Vander Zalm.
.The hereditary chiefs of the
Nuu- chah -nulth nation wetcome you and your council
to their territory.
Our meeting today should
not be interpreted as an endorsation of this process for
we have learned from history
that the results must first be
seen before we celebrate.
We find it incredible that in
over a hundred years that
this is the first time our nation has met the Premier of
this province.
It will probably not be
surprising to you that the first
issue we wish to address is
the land question. We say
land
Mr.
the
question,
Premier because we are not
claiming land. However, we
recognize that our chiefs' title
(Ha- heolthee) is in conflict
with the two levels of
government claim to the
same land and water. Your
government cannot give us
land unless you stole it and
are now giving it back to us.
What you can do is recognize that our title has existed
continuously since before
occupation by the European
settlers and the exercising of
our rights and jurisdiction
has only been suppressed
by the two levels of government.
The job before us Mr. Vander Zalm is to work out an
agreement whereby our two
titles can co -exist with certainty. Wea must
ust be 8allowed to
join confederation with dignity and not the forced
citizenship of colonization.
This may be a staggering
thought to some people but
should be less staggering
given the recent developmeets around the world in
the last six months.
We wish to put forward
which
statements
some
clarify issues which surround
this thorny subject.
Firstly, our people are
prepared to share our land
and resources with other
people. We are not asking
for one hundred and fifteen
per cent (115 %) of the land
that the ludicrous statement
of the government has put
forward. We are prepared to
land
and
share
our

«h_
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Premiere Advisory Committee mat the Nuu- chah.nulth
Council In Port Alberni to discuss e number of Issues, primarily
tend claims.
who have roots to this "this has been
a very eluding the premier, the
land
honorable meeting and Honorable
Jack
"Just recognize that we look forward to hearWeisgerber,
Minister
and the generous chiefs ing what you have to
Flappable for Native
will let you use that say to the citizens of
Affairs; Chief Robert
land."
British Columbia.
Louie of the Westbank
In his closing remaria
I believe the time has
Indian
Band;
Dan
Mr. Vander Zalm said cone for leaders to lead
Hanuse,etder
and logthat he believed this to and the opportunity lies ging
contractor
from
be a very informative in your hands,
Mt. Alert
Bay;
Margaret
meeting and they had Premier, to shape the
teamed a lot about the future of this country; Vickers, educator horn
ktspiox; Dr. Paul Galland question through Watts said.
legher, president of the
Following the meeting Vancouver Community
Mr. Wafts' use of exampies and his eloquent a lunch was served and College;
Mary
a number of Chiefs had Saunders, director
way of putting it.
of
"We will seek some an opportunity to dis- 'the Justice Institute of
commitments from the cuss specific issues B.C.
and
Haumu
federal government that with the premier.
Watanabe, president of
The meeting drew a Daiwa
they will not abandon
Securities
their responsibilities as lot of Interest from the Canada. Harold
Long,
granted us when we en. native community as MLA for
Mackenzie was
lensed confederation, he about 40 elected chiefs,
absent from this meetsaid.
councillors
and ing
Chairman
Watts hereditary chiefs sat at
This was the seventh
agreed that "sometimes the table. About another meeting that the adyou and I have to stand 70 elders and band visory council has had
together and challenge members listened in.
with tribal councils in
them on their responThe Premier's Ad- the province It was
the
visory Council is made first time the Nuu -chahsibilities."
He concluded
nclded that up of nine members, in- eulth Tribal Council has
met with a premier of
The

a
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Meares Island Lahal

The

Tlao- qui -aht' On

Commitlee is slannild
planning a lanai
tournament on March
to to men raise money
mope
for the Meares Island
legal expenses.
The committee organized a tournament
on February 24th and
25th t0 raise some
money for the bigger
tournament in March.
Nine teams entered
this tournament. The
winner of the $500 prize
was Harold Little Jr.'s
team, second place and
$250 went to Irvin
Frank's team, and in
third place was Larry
Cutlers team.
-

the

Saturday

evening all the payers
were
Served dinner.
courtesy of the Frank
family with help from
Martin,
Mary
Marie
Hayes, Dora Robinson,
Randy
Darlene
and
Frank, Larry Curley, and
Susan Lauder. Thanks
to all of these people
and anyone we may
,have missed for putting
on a great dinner.
Also thanks to all the
players that participated
and to the Meares Island Committee: Leo
Manson, Maxine Manson, Nora Martin, Dora
Robinson,
George
Frank,
John

Tribal
native
l

.

the province.
A press release issued by the Ministry of
Native Affairs states that
the purpose of these
round table meetings is
"to gather input from nafive communities as to
what their primary con oems are as well a
proposals for reeling
With these Concerns'.
"Proposals and con oems arising from the
meetings that can be
dealt with immediately
will be referred to the
Ministry of Native Males
on an ongoing basis. At
the conclusion of the
process, larger policy
issues will be reviewed
with the Cabinet Corm
i
on Native Af-

fairs"

The
meeting was
videotaped by the Nuu'
shah -nunh
Tribal
Council and copies are
being made available to
óf the
Ine 14 band
eachvice
offices

Re Children's Membership
We have been dealing a lot with medical
mt
and dental workers, etc.
We are not responsible
for your child not being

11

their child's large birth
certificate into the NTC
office and in most cases
there is a consent form
to be signed as to which
registered.
band or band number
Each person must do they wish their child to
the same thing,. they be registered under.
must bring a copy of
So it's simple to do,
and if not done, in
and
Vicki Amos, and return
you must pay lot
Jasper Frank.
your child's dental
le
care
Anyone wishing more
or medical care. It's up
information about the to
tournament in March
Thank you for your alcan contact any of
tendon
to this matter.
these committee them
Yours truly,
bers, or phone Jasper
Lisa Gallic
Frank at 725 -3182 or
Membership
the Band Office at 725.
Administrative
3233.
Assistant

resources in exchange for
the certainty of those lands
and resources we retain and
the recognition of our right to
govern
ourselves
as
a
people within the nation state
of Canada. We are proud
that we won an industrial injunction for Meares Island.
We are not happy that we
have had to go to this extent
to try and resolve the issue
of the land question.
However, it should be
clear that we are prepared to
go further to resolve our
situation. A lot of attention
has been given to how much
it would cost to settle the
land question but we should
be asking how much it will
cost if we do not settle it.
This country is spending an
incredible amount of money
type
dependency
on
programs and on curing the
social problems that they
bring along with them.
Another point we would
like to clarify is that we are
not just interested in hunting,
fishing and picking berries.
We want to exercise full
jurisdiction on our lands
above and below the ground.
It is a bit of a racist assumplion to say that we would not
our
fully
utilized
have
resources if this land was not
colonized. Therefore we do
not accept the concept of
partial use of our lands.
One of the most important
issues to us is the manage9
merit of the sea and river
ment
resources. We are not just interested in "taking our share"
which seems to be emphasized in the media. We
are interested in managing
the resources as equal
managers so that we can
pass them on to future
generations to manage. The
Canadian public must recogsize that we depend heavily
on these resources for a
large part of our diet and
have historically done so.
We point to two examples
of what we must not repeat.
of the
The devastation
abalone stocks happened a
few years back because of
the economic benefits with
no regard to the biological
aspect... It was found that
abalone took a lot longer to

replenish than predicted. Because of our historical use
we were trying to say that
but nobody would listen. A
second situation is the har-vesting of clams. The federal
government in its' zeal to
for
secure
employment
refugees has allowed them
to devastate many of the
clam beds. They may have
found a short term solution to
a problem but they have
created a long -term problem.
great- greatOur
grandchildren will be living in
these territories and we must
think about them.
at
what
In
looking
negotiations might look like
for a coexistence agreement
we would want to talk about
the jurisdiction over the air
which we live in. Although air
pollution is becoming more
and more a global issue
there is still a need to control
your local circumstance.
Mr. Premier, there have
been a number of conflicts in
our area regarding the
forestry resource. We are not
against logging or manuf acturing wood products. But,
we are against logging that
does damage to the en.
vironment and manufacturing
that is polluting our waters. It
would seem to us that log ging companies will not
operate with certainty until
the land question is settled.
We would like to move on
and discuss some other issues. We have been monitoring your visits with other
tribal groups and have been
presented with a number of
issues which are really a col lection of issues that have
the
presented to
been
provincial government over
the past 20 years but have
met a closed door. We have
welcomed the appointment
of Eric Denhoff and his fresh
approach to solving some of
the issues. Deputy ministers
making recommendations to
take hardline positions has
not led us very far.
If we could point out an
example. Twenty years ago
we asked that highways'
maintenance crews continue
on to our reserve with their
work since we were paying
the gasoline tax. The answer
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was absolutely not since
these were federal lands.
The govemment pushed us
into court to seek relief and
as you know we now don't
pay the tax on gasoline purchased on reserve. We
would suggest the province
was the big loser in that
process.
One issue that we would
like to see resolved is the
master tuition agreement.
These monies are being paid
in
lieu
of taxation
for
students living on reserve yet
their parents are paying all
provincial taxes except for e
few exemptions. This issue
will continue to create bad
feelings between us and
your govemment until
is
resolved.
In
regard to the first
citizens fund we would urge
your government to sit down
with representative Indian
leaders
a
and
design
process that will work for Indian communities.
Mr. Vander Zalm, no matter what issue we raise in
regard to aboriginal people,
there
is
an
attitudinal
problem. Non -Indians see us
as people who want things
free, people who don't pay
taxes, people who want special rights, people who don't
want to work. There needs to
be a recognition that we can
contribute considerably to
the Canadian fabric but that
contribution will only reach
nizits full potential by recognizing
n our historical place in this
Canadians must
country.
recognize that through a
negotiation process we want
to re- establish a strong nation with strong families and
strong members governing
over ourselves as a good altemative to the present Indian Act or any other
colonial act that delegates
power to Indian people
rather than recognizing their
right to govern themselves.
Mr. Premier, your government has the responsibility to
into
lead
this
province
negotiations with us. You
should do so without fear
because your signature must
be on a final document and
therefore it should reflect
what we both want in order
to build a better Canada.
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Urikaraka.
Representing the Ngati
Whatua was Takutai
Wkiriwha. Representing
the Kawerau a Maki
was Haled Ewe and Te
Warena Taua.
Mn. Te Warena Taua
an
impressive
gave
g
speech in his native.
later
language
and
in
English.
spoke
He said that all of the
tribal groups welcome
you here today.
we
thank you for having
brought
this
sacred
totem pole here, surrounded
by
these

%G

ge

George
Watts,
chairman of the NuuTribal
chah neah
Council addressed a
public forum at the
University of Victoria
gathered to discuss the
issue of reaching a set-

°;I'
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Clement of

fL

Elder Alee Paul did a prayer when the pole was first raised. Behind her
are the carvers, Art Thompson, Dr. George Louie, Pat Amos, Tim Paul,
and Kevin Gramm,
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order that every person
in the province, both Indan and non- Indian,
may have certainty of tihe over the lands in this
province. George went
on to say that the
governments are treattrig fear among the
public with statements
that Indian people are
claiming control over
115 per cent of the
province. He clarified
that w
are not and
have never stated that
we want total control
over the lands in the
province; our position
has always been one of
sharing and co -axistense. He emphasized
the need for a third order of land Ownership
(not reserves) in the
province.
The issue of money is
one that also annoys
non- Indian people because of false ropes.
Ikons, said Watts. Non
Indian people Say ter
Indians do not pay
taxes in this province.
He said that this assumption n instances
that in many instances
we do pay taxes, and
further reminded the
people that it was the
governments decision,
-

TM Nuuthah-nulth people and RCMP escorts welt and watch as the
Maori people perform ceremonies to prepare for the pole -raising at
Awataha Mana.

is

TO ALL
OH IAHT
MEMBERS

r

;

be
a
There
will
General Rand Meeting
held on April 14 and 15
(Saturday and Sunday)
Port Alberni
at the
Friendship Centre. All
Ohiaht members are Invited and encouraged to
attend.

v+.4

Congratulations

S

Mr. Te Warena Tetra made a formal welcome to

the Nuuthah-nulh people prior to the totem
pole being raised at the Awataha Mares.

whom

It

may con-

cern)
note
my
Please
change of name from
to
Maquinna
Sarah
Sara Fred.
Thank you.

I

Roy Halyupla - February 1990.
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Eight Nuu- chah -ninth people recently received
c nrloatiOn for Commercial underwater Harvesting. The course was delivered by the Island
Marina Institute under the sponsorship of the
Nuu -chah -nuits Tribal Council. Front row (I -r)
pare Dennis Touchie (UClueleI), Bonne Hume
alan Marine Institute), Dwell watts
and Tom Marlin (Tie- oqul -aht).
Back row (I -r) are Bill Green INTO Fisheries
Policy Advisor), Jim Hume (instructor, Island
Marine Institute), Tom Paul (Ahousat), and Fella
Harry (Kyuquot). Missing from the picture are
John "Corky" Watts (Teeshaht), MacKenzie
Charlie (Ahousat), and Art Charlie (Ahousat).
Award winners from the group were Dwell
Watts, "Best Dive Supervisor- as voted by the
students, and also "Most Now.% Dennis
Touchie, "Highest Academic Achievement%
and Tom Paul. "Moat Iran over.

INTRODUCTION TO
Thank You
would
NUU- CHAH-NULTH PROTOCOL Councl,
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Today, am wondering if forgiveness can be the answer for the
of our nation and the healing of Our Nuu -chah -nuhh Nation.
feel that only in the completion of healing can we find the strengths
to
for recovery from the ills we have suffered in the past. Forgiveness
me means the shedding of the burdens that have strained our insides
that
to the stress levels that have caused the ulcers and the cancers
of
this
have tom our families apart and carried members to many parts
world away from love, sharing and caring and healing -to levels of
of dependency
apathy, despair and lack of dignity to a serious state
Forinstead of interdependency that can be so meaningful for life.
giveness has the power to release, to soothe, to heal, to re -unite and
to recreate.
We have the strengths from our grandfathers of the past in their
your
teachings of forgiveness. Donl carry hate with you. Don't carry The
be
judgmental.
hurts with you it affects others. It is not yours to
it is time.
laws of the creator are imprinted on our heads. Forgive
HealAnger, resentment, betrayal, fear and emptiness will subside.
and
the
channel
to
be
ing and acceptance will follow forgiveness
is our leaching.
means and richness of a new life. Forgive
past,
and rather focus on the
of
the
shadows
It is time to forget the
Today, we
Sunshine of the future in our children and grandchildren.
of our nation to
need to conserve all our energies for the struggles
your
make life better for all. Think about the place of forgiveness in
Will
it
shape
life. Will it clear your mind? Will it give you new energy?
more
new attitudes for you and a new outlook on life. Does it give you
room for personal development? Does it have a place In the process
of the healing of our nation? Think about h.

-

cise of our powers and
rights and urged that
people most recognize
that the
power of

government and ruling
our own lives cannot be
given to us -'you must
simply recognize the
powers that we have
always had'.
George stated that
Indian people are not
against development
we only want certainty
(of . title,
jurisdiction,
negotiations.
etc.). He indicated that
The third issue, says Indian
people
are
negotiate
George, that is an im- prepared to
portent part of any set- and that settlement of
Dement is the issue of the issue will result in
power and jurisdiction. increased employment
Indian
people
must leading to more money
off- reserve,
spent
have self government
decreased
cost
of social
we will not continue to
be ruled. He stated That programs and creation
governments have been of strong economies
suppressing our Oxen within the province.

FORGIVENESS

-

Change of Name

to allow tax exemptions
to Indian people in tertain circumstances. He
urged the people that if
this is a problem, to put
d on the
negotiating
table and we will discuss it. George cowpared the billions of dol bars spent by governmeet each year on sodal programs for Indian
people to the hesitance
of government to spend
money on land claims

In
Land
Question"
British Columbia. In a
panel discussion deem
nad to define the Issues
and eslabfsh the facts
about land claims in the
province, he stated that
it is time for real change
the people are
moving ahead of the
government and it is
time for government to
George
catch
up ".
stated that there are
three issues which need
to be clarified: land,
money, and power.
George discussed the
concept of land owner-e
ship and reinforced the
fact that the term 'land
misleading
claims"
we
cannot
"claim'
'Inca
lands which we have
rte
or
never surrendered
The uppermost or re
sold. He explained the
'iroductory thought in the
of
our
hereditary
Nuu -chah -nuhh custom
hereditary chiefs and
associated wits protocol
stated that title cannot
is the need and impor
be extinguished. What
lance of respecting you
we need is a 'seedfellow human beings
men! of . the whole
with the
Associated
..___..h_,_.:___.__:_:__
question ownership
need to respect is the

-
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Tribal Chairman George Watts addresses
Conference: "Reaching Just Settlements:
Land Claims in British Columbia"
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standing is a historic
site to the Maori people,
as is Mt. Smart, where
the pole stood on the
Previous day.
Another speaker said
that The Maori people
hope that this pole will
symbolize the beginning
of a relationship bet
'Henn
ple
Canada and all people
C New Zealand, and it
was because Of you."
Mayor
el
The
Northcote Mayor Ann
Hadley also e xpressed
her thanks for a per ím51 ant recoin Ber et the
peoples
of
Wives of the three sacred posts that are first
Canada.'
Maori Tribes welcomed guardians representing
Gifts were exchanged
all of the Canadian na- the three tribes."
Mood
between
the
eve people, members of
°your pole is standing
and
the
the
Canadian Co.- in the middle, greeting people
Hesquiaht
people
as
monwealth committee the sun."
well
the
Nonhcote
and other guests.
Mr. Ta Warena Tuau
Representing
the explained
that
the Council who gave gifts
dealt Paoa was Mero ground where they were to some Of the Argots
Chief Dominic Andrews,
Edward Thomas, Peter
McNair, and Victoria
Mayor Gretchin erewin.
Chief Simon Lucas,
speaking on behalf of
Nuu- chah- nulth,
the
promised that in four
years time they would
Awataha
When
to
Marne to talk about the
totem pole and to further bridge their two cul !urea.
The
totem
pole
"
represents the beginn
ring of time for one of
the
clans
of
the
Hesquiaht Tribe. The
top figure is the first
man of the clan named
Kla- klsht- pke -kah
and
below him is the first
woman and two of their
children.
Several descendantss
of this first man were
ht
present for the pole -rais,
ing including the head
of the family, Francis
Amos. and members of
the Amos family and
KlaKlsht- Pke Kah, the top figure on the pole,. the
first men of one of the clan of the Hesquleht Trim. Tim Paul.
The pole and its
guardian poles are the
firs) visible components
of the new Awataha
We would like to congratulate our
Mares. Construction of
nephew, Tim A. Paul on his successful
the meeting house, eltrip to Auckland, New Zealand.
ders facilities, and carving studio are
now
We the Amos family are very proud
taking
place
and
will
be
of your great achievement in carving
completed
this year.
the totem pole and special thank you
The totem pole is
to his assistants.
overlooking
Auckland
Tim and Monica, we wish you conHarbour and Highway
tinued success.
e1, where it will easily
be seen by all who
From Vi & Willie and the Amos
travel on this main
family.
motorway on the North
Island of New Zealand.
Hesquiaht wolf
circled the base where
the pole would stand.
circling it four times.
The pole was raised
with the help of modern
technology and bolted
into place.
It was an awesome
sight to see this e great
work of an standing and
a very proud moment
for all that were there.
After the pole was
raised the Sash people
sang to help celebrate
the historic occasion.
Than everyone was
presenseated and

ro

WHO

Nuu- chah -nulth Pole
Raised in New Zealand
A

.e
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like to publicly

thank me Ucluelet Band
the NTC, and
Bill Green for making
the dive course a posFWD for me.
The opportunity has
allowed better job otters
and a really interesting
profession.
Also congratulations
graua
to fellow classmates in
this course.

exfrom
need to know who you gleaned
periences in tribal hisare addressing.
The first step in fol- tory. Family traditions
lowing protocol 'bees- are seeped in this hismeet
the
to
sary in the first address tory
role
of
of
the
demands
is to find out, 'Who is
member.
this person? In the the tribal
Today,
evidently it
Nuumind 0
i
important to know would be a time -con.
who you are addressing sliming process to go
a
through theSeaton
ordeal with.
libel member's history. Dennis TOUChie
It is notf vital
a
lance to know what Much Of the pertinent infamily a person is from. formation and training responsibilities related
Knowing
a
persons necessary to assume to the cultural exercises
family and family history roles in the tribe are existent in the tribe.
So within the menare keys to recognize forgotten it we are to retraditional
of
the values, teachings adopt historical patterns dates
it
is
Important
protocol,
government.
and traditions existent in of sell
individual's
To make an optimistic to role the
the person's family and
i believe it
strengths based on the
observation
family history,
to
say
would
be
safe
role within the tribe.
A procedural search
members
bent
This is a prominent pan
on a person's strength that tribal
and potential can be on working together to of his Identity.
be
those
must
also
N
identified by the role of re-awaken
of
posthat
some
recognized
the individual in the teachings is still
memthe roles of tribal
Bible.
family.
a
hisA
reof
bers in cultural peradoption
and
Tribal
roles
are representative
related
selfcis
tonically
responsibilities for key
would of selections of lensocial Issues are pas- government
als from adherent
her on through the Fairway and noessub)plow.
to
or
mandated
hereditary system and sadly be
to know,
In
attempting
historical
the
would have been an as- retain
of
recognize and acknowset for the heirs be- philosophies of sharing
ledge a person, or
cause
se the needs of the responsibilities.
it is traditionally
family,
As we note in a foltraining of the heir
important to search out
progressed through his lowing submission on
Ahop- all this pertinent mforNuu -chah -nett
lifetime.
there mattes. Such is NuuThe training Intarma- ikon procedures
-nosh protocot
in were stages of lathy ehah
the passed on through
Varion
Roy
Halyupls
the hereditary system in and tribal support.
January 1990
other traditional
lad would have been pus

of
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We are please to announce our completion ceremony
for our two cuputz. We invite you to join us during

Announcement

this celebration.

Chuputz Completion Ceremony
for White Wock Tours
Ltd., as it is our first
year to operate advertlure holidays for the
general pubic
Ceremonies will start
at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, Apr. 1, 1990 in
Campbell River at
Central
Elementary
School, 851
7th
Ave.
A meal will be served
BBO salmon and
other
available
Kyuquot.
seafood.
This is also a celebranew
beginnings
fion of
The Hereditary Chiefs
of Ehatfesaht and Whit
Wock Tours Ltd. proudly
present an open nota
lion to all Heredtary
Chiefs and Mus chum to
witness the completion
and
ceremonies
two
of
the
celebration
(dugout
ohuputz
noes) carved by Joe
Martin and Carl Martin
First
of Tla- o- qui -eht
Nation and Alex Short of
-

-

-

-

-

-

Honor

of

r

Northern

Nuu -chah -nulth

Hereditary Chiefs
Recognition of in.
tl wduals and cornpanes that assisted
and
are
assisting
Whit Wock Tours Ltd.
to
'get
off
the
ground'.
Slide Show presentabon.
Kick -off of Advertising

¡

I

/

/
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Date: April 1st, 1990 Sunday
lime: 2 P.M.
Place: Central School Gym
Campbell River
851 - 7th Avenue
Lunch will be provided.

,

1

1

WHIT WOCK TOURS LTD.

Campaign.
Invitation to sign up
for the first tour.

LAHAL TOURNAMENT
April of 1989, Harold Little Jr. and family hosted a
(anal- tournament in honor of their father, Harold Little Sr.
This announcement is the 2nd Annual lahal tournament.
We will once again, be paying special honor to our father.
This invitation is open to all Nuu- chah -nulth tribes and
surrounding communities. There will be open games on
Friday night, with the tournament games starting Saturday
morning, and continuing on to Sunday.
DATE: April 27, 28 and 29
In

NTC /School District #70 Education Conference
Nuu- ohah -roah us'. 'Things are hapCouncil
and poring and things are
School District 070 co- changing and in all
hosted a native educe- honesty thought we'd
Lion conference in Pon be in for a fight with the
Alberni on February 15 school district," Watts
and 18.
said. "I'd Ike to tell them
conference how happy
The
am that
opened with a banquet that fight never hapat the Canadian Italian paned."
said
Watts
Centre.
NTC
Co- there's still a long way
chairman Andrew Cal- to go but now their
licum
performed
a energy is going
into
payer chant and then something to make their
Danny Watts welcomed nation strong instead of
everyone on behalf of fighting with the school
Ns brother Chief Hughie district.
and
the
Watts
Gerry Wesley was the
Opetchesaht Tribe.
MC for the evening. He
School District 070 thanked Denny Gesdale
Chairperson
Donna the Principal of Native
Brett also welcomed the Education for the school
guests and she said district and Jose Titian
that the conference is "a and the native tutor
visible symbol of our counsellors for all their
committmem
towards hard work in the school
the co- operation with system.
He
also
Ha -Hoour native community, thanked the
for the provision of Payuk School students

The
Tribal

I

I

Victoria Smith
Kathryn Guenette
Agatha John

ALBERNI INDIAN RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL REUNION
JULY 1990
in Port Alberni, B.C.
For more information:
Rueben Blackwater at 724 -2569
Wally Samuel at 724 -5290 or 723 -8281.

quality education oppon
'unities for all our
students."
NTC
Chairman
Watts
also
George
spoke al the banquet
He thanked the school

tét.-.
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FUNDING

career goals,
in the high school transcript.

Students who nave been funded in the past must send in:
1. A completed NTC application for education assistance,
2. A photocopy of the competed school application or a copy of
the permission to register,
3. A short letter, confirming what your education goals are,
4. A photocopy of the transcript for the most recent post semi
date work completed.
AS the deadline is Ian approaching, you night consider faxing your
completed application package to the NTC. The tax number is 7230483. It you do mail the application, please make a photocopy of the
package for your records.
R you have any questions, contact me at 724 -5757.

Blair Thompson
Education Coordinator

Seattle.
The topic of his
speech was what he
called "Conspiracy between home, the cornmunity and school."
Phillips related
Dr.
experiences from his
own school and family
life and his experiences
as a lather, teacher and
probation officer.
Philips is a very enstoryteller
tenoning
who mixes comedy in
with his speechmaking.
He gave some sugwhat
gestions on
do
to
parents can
IMkids
prove
their
achievement in school.
There are four nluals
which can be repeated
regularly which will help
the child to become a
better achiever said
Phillips.
One, each evening
invite the youngster to
leach you something
that they learned that
day,
Two, nightly have a
positive
conversation
with the child.
Three, let the child
know that was have

.1

1990/91 POST SECONDARY

4. A copy of your high school transcript.
Students currently completing Grade 12 have until July 30 to send

for their artwork which

decorated the hail.
The special
guest
speaker for the conTerence was Dr.' Gary
Phillips, an educator
and motivator, who is a
board for °listening to professor in Victoria and

PLACE: Port Alberni Friendship Centre
COST: $200 /team
TEAM: Maximum 10 players /team
PRIZE: Cash Prize, depending on number
of participating teams
HAROLD LITTLE JR. & FAMILY

All students wishing funding from the NTC for post secondary
programs in the new fiscal year, starting April 1, 1990, are reminded
that the complete application package must be received by your tribe
or the NTC office by March 31, 1990.
For students applying for the first time, the package includes:
1. A completed NTC application for education assistance,
2. A photocopy of the completed school application.
3. A short loner outlining your short and long term education and

'\

learned something. Let
the child know that
learning is Impudent
Four, treat the child
as though they are a
little better than they
really are. Give them a
high sell image,
Andrew Callicum, in
thanking Dr. Philips,
said that he was excited
because of the message that he brought us
- communicating with
each other.
°It reminded me of the
messages I received
from my grandparents
as
was a little boy,"
said Andrew.
Entertainment for the
a erirg was provided
by
the
Opetchesaht
people who performed
tour of their dances.
workshops
Fifteen
were available on the
second day of the conference. They included:
Julia
Storytelling by
Lucas,
Dealing with
Racism
Nora
by
Greenway, Using Native
materials
n
the
classroom by Ann Mncc Me, Career Preparalion program by Fran
Tail, First Nations in the
Year 2000 by Loot
Rivers, Reaching the
Urban Native Indian
Students by Peter Joe,'
Talking Circle by ColTeen
Manson,
Communication by Nathan
Matthews, Teaching in a
by
Band
School
Maaglusiis Staff, and
the Tutor program by
Kathy Ross
In
the
afternoon
everyone gathered in

we are proud to announce the opening of our new lodge and meet-

ing room Modifies. We oiler no self -contained units each capable of
accommodating tour guests at one time. Each unit contains a queen
size bed, nde-a -bed. fully equipped kitchenette, microwave, and satellite T.V.
Our new cultural centre is available for meetings and/or catered

meals. Advance reservations are required.
Take a break between meetings and visit the Hot Springs to soak up
nature ales best
We invite you to help us celebrate by scheduling your next meeting
at Hot Springs Lodge. We look forward to hearing Irom you soon.
Sincerely,
WENDY LEA LUKAS

Business Manager

-

organization

I
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Guest speaker Gary Phillips at the Education
Conferense banquet.

the ADOS Auditorium
where they heard a
panel discussion with
four native students.
The panelists were
Thomas,
Jonathan
Accusal tribe from the
Maagtusiis
School;
Mark Penney, a Micmac
from ADSS; Tammy
Davidson, Opetchesaht
tribe, from ADDS; and
Tine Robinson, UchuckCreel Labe, from EJ

l

Mark said that a lot Of
anent
students
prepared for school
when they get there. A
lot of stents
students get to
school late, often because of problems in
the home. "KM a miracle
that they even show up
and then they get
punished for being late"
Dr. Gary Philips and
George Watts also addressed the assembly
again on the second

Dunn
The moderator for the
panel was JOSie Titian.
The students talked
about some of their
good and bad
penances at school and
offered some supper.
lions for improvement,
such as more cufure in
the classroom, visits by
native artists. a lull -time
no
nurse
on duly,
for
being
punishment
late.

day.

Gifts
01
an An
Thompson pent were
presented to Dr. Phil.
lips,
workshop
the
the
latiatatore,
and
Maori dancers.
The conference e
dad with a performance
by a group of live
Maoris who shared their
songs, dances and cul
lure with the conference
participants.

I

Sides.

Soo,
dropped out - was off to see the real world Seeing up early,
working all day, paying room and board. Soon all that money I was
expecting to get was going to necessities and real needs, not
"wants-. By the end of the day I'm tired and rest for the next day.
Soon, while you work you begin to think of all the things you want in
life -a job you enjoy, a decent pay so that you can afford nice things.
then realized that in order to reach all these goals I'm going to have to
finish school These days no one takes an uneducated person
seriously.
When get older I want to help my people. want to take a role In
native politics. Now I see why the elders are asking us to get educated
- it's because we are the future. We're going to be the ones who keep
up the fight for rights and equality.
We will never accomplish this R we're uneducated. It cost me nearly
two years of my education to finally see the Importance of education were those years wasted?
Lyle Sayers
Nuu- chah -nulth
to Years ew
II

I

replacing',,

Gary
Celeste,.
She
began work February 5,
1990.
Sharon Reyes: NEDC
finance/collections clerk.
This is a newly created
with
Shams
period.
being the first to staff it.
She started February

15,

1990.

Rodney Thur: Band
financial advisor
has
his
resignaannounced
McIntyre:
Doreen
Social development co- lion as al February 28,
ordinator- is new to our 1990 to pursue new opportunities.
February.

r

-

.

-

NTC Staffing Changes
transition from Planning
into Land Claims between now and April 1,
1990 at which time he
lull
time
assumes
responsibility in land
claims.
Twila Adams: USMA
finance clerk -Is new to
our organization replacing Faye Workman. She
early
started
in

..-r

School or the real world? That's the question I've been asking
myself for the last three years. You're not supposed to choose one
prepares you for the other.
I never saw R that way because I think there's only so much school
an prepare you for. So, in order for me to feel sale I had to see both

Insight Into the native students' concerns
during the Education Conference. From ieft to right a a Jonathan
Thomas, Maagluails School - Ahousat; Mark Penney, Mass: Tammy
Davidson, ADSS; and Tina Robinson, E.J. Dunn.

Please be advised of
the following staffing
changes:
Hugh Warts: Local
government advisor has
accepted a position with
the Opolcheseht Tribe.
last
His
date
of
employment with NTC
was January 31, 1990.
Darrell Ross: Tribal
planner
has been offared and accepted the
second
NTC
Land
Claims Worker position.
There will be a gradual

Tr

SCHOOL OR THE REAL WORLD?

A student panel gave some

"ANNOUNCING THE OPENING
OF OUR NEW LODGE AT
HOT SPRINGS COVE, B.C."
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NEW ZEALAND
AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE

The trip to
New
Zealand by the Nuuare- A n people was
truly an unforgettable
experience.
Besides taking part in
the raising of Tim Paul's
totem pole, there were
numerous other recaplions, parties, places to
see, and
people to
meet.
The group actually
went to New Zealand in
three separate groups.
The first group arrived
on January 14. They
were the carvers, singyre, and canoe pad-

t

oars.
The second group,
wives of the ones that
roved earlier, plus two
babies Kate -Lynn Lucas
and James Amos, errived on January 19.
Apparently they had
quite a flight of about 26
hours, stopping In L.A.
and Tahiti.
The
third
group,
which
arrived
on
January 29, were the
Hereditary Chiefs and
elders.
In each case it was a
tired bunch of Kous that
got off the plane in
Auckland.
The first arrivals were
Charlie,
Simon,
Dr.
Louie,
Eyes,
Kino,
Boogh, Bon, Mathew,
Patrick,
M.
Tm,
Monica, Tom, Kevin,
Slippery Vic, Laos, and
twelve young men from
the Salish Nation.
They were welcomed
by the Maori people and
brought straight to the
marge (meeting place)'.
in Northcote, a few
miles north of Auckland.
Everyone was led
and officially welcomed
by the elders, Chiefs,
and Mayor Ann Hartley.
Sinon Lucas respondded on behalf of the
Nuu -chah -nulth people
and Wayne eMortis did
gkewise for
a the Salsa
Aller a good nights
sleep at the residence
at the Auckland Teohnical Institute (ATI) it was
off to Princes Wharf in
downtown
Auckland
where
there
was
another welcome from
the Maoris and the
Mayors of Auckland and
Northcote.
Later that day the
Hesquiahts danced for
the people from the old

age home near ATI.
The
next
naming
everyone
went r to
Orakei Basin for the In-

Mayor

*

temational Polynesian
Canoe Championships.
The Salish had entared their racing canoe,
"Geronimo Ir in the
events. As there were
no similar canoes to
race against they took
on
outrigger canoes
from the Pacific Islands
and won handily all
three rare'
The Nuuchah -nulth
canoe,
the
Salish
canoe,
numerous
Polynesian
outrigger
canoes,
and
seven
huge Maori war canoes
crossed Auckland Harboor and arrived at
Okahu
Bay to the
cheers of about 5,000
onlookers.
The largest of the
Maori canoes
came

New Zealand
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Victoria,
Grid, a Brewer. saying
that they would receive
the flag in 1994.
Simon Lucas spoke
at the flag ceremony,
urging all countries to
clean up the water we
drink and the air we
breath for our children.
All of these games are
related to the air we
breath; sad Simon.
'We want to say
thank you to the City of
Auckland.' Lucas
u
sad.
1990 will be remembored as
year our
a given an
people were
opportunity to dance
and perform and make
new mends."
A Maori group also
performed
and
then
everyone was invited to
a lunch al the City Hall
of

m

r

'..-

-%

it
kA meeting of peoples from around the world. Irene Lucas and some
wends at the closing ceremonies of the Commonwealth Games

Later that evening
there
as
another
reception
with
the
Canadian athletes and
officials. Simon urged
ri
the athletes to take care
of themselves in the few
days prior to the games.
January 24 was the
official opening of the
.++ r.
Commonwealth Games
Everyone had to get up
at tour o' lock in the
morning to go to Okahu
Bay to take pan In the
baton ceremony. The
queens baton with her
ti.%
1
message for the games
was
being transponed
+'RIM
n
across Auckland Hariá
y
tour in the largest war
]S
;
,
canoe
"Mahuhu Ole
III
Range
along with all
_the other
ther canoes
from around the Pacific
Ocean.
___.
-___
-Each
canoe
left
The Nuu- chah -ninth whaling canoe in Auckland Harbour surrounded by Maori war canoes and yachts.
Okahu Bay just before
sunrise, with the padfrom the Ngati Whelan
tu
mad a hake to thank the Sonal favorites were the on the final day.
dlera
singing
and
Teed Auckland. It car- Canadian natives for Cook Island dancers.
The
festival
a
took several
thousand
des 140 men.
their invitation.
CI
course
the place on a large field at people cheering them
The
GovernorThe five -day festival Hesquiahts
sun
se
Bay with the hot on from the beach.
also per- Okahu
General
of
New was one of the high- formed several of their sun beating down on
The Salish and the
Zealand,
Sir
Paul fights d the trip.
dances
and everyone.
Nuu- chah -nugh canoes
Reeves then officially featured indigenous per- demonstrated now to
It was e great oppor
were the last to leave,
opened the festival.
formers from many of play anal.
purity to meet other
a
in- following a prayer chant
Next the Nuu-chah- the
Comonwealth
to by Simon Lucas.
Remembering them digenous people, and or
nulth and Salish people countries. including In- from the previous days buy
end
lade for
The
Nuuchau -ninth
approached the 'festival dia, Malaysia, Kenya,' Invitation to the Maori souvenirs.
canoe sipped out into
stage and made an in- Ghana,
Bahamas, Queen, the audience
On ne January
22 the darkness, with the
oblation to the Maori Australia, Tuvalu, Cook gave the Hesquiahts a everyone went o
toe "flag paddlers singing the
Queen,
Dame
Te
Islands,
Vanuatu, standing ovation when ceremony' in downtown Hesquiaht paddle song,
al the Carlu, inviting Samoa, Tonga, Papua they look the stage.
Auckland. The Mayor of led by Charlie Lucas.
all the Maori people to New Guinea and other
An
audience
Scotland,
of Edinburgh,
They paddled
out
the
1994
CommonIn
countries.
several
thousand fumed the Common- about three miles where
wealth Games in VicThe dancers from people watched the per- wealth Games flag over the largest war canoe
torte.
Papua
New Guinea fonnances, which lasted to
the
Mayor
of picked up the queen's
The queen was given. seemed to
Auckland.
be the late into the night, and
baton.
gigs and then about 300, favorites of the ladies in going right through the
The Hesquiahts sang
Continued
Maori warriors porter- the audience. My per- night until the daybreak a Sorg on behalf 01 the
next page
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Auckland
Harbour tone in 1994. He Sakti IJ
`,.
,g
was full of all types of he would lake the
1,'`.1
/s
+a
4
,
s
"
boats- canoes, sailboats, prince fishing, and he
ya
tall ships, yachts -there would -catch the biggest
to witness this spec- fish he ever caught'.
rP ..
©
Several
of
the
!armlet event.
Y
...ix
Hesguiaht people met
It was a very impresrave sight as all of the the prince and chatted
Q
-d
1
canoes paddled in to with him.
ïY
a.
On January 30 the
the beach together..
and
elders
arrived
hundred
Several
+
' I d
several
people
went
out
Maori
warriors
and
MM
ladles were tried up on to the airport to meet
the beach to welcome them.
That
evening.
the canoes.
Gold medal canoeist everyone was invited lot
Paul McDonald n from a reception and dinner
Hesquiahts performing at the Commonwealth Festival of she Arts.
New Zealand held the at the Northcote City
baton high in the bow of Hall.
Alter dinner a poised lot of beautiful gifts
During the raising of
A huge celebration
the large wake luau as
which
her
and
Nuu
was
made
to
the
brought
the
pole
the
-chanwas
taking pace for the
it reached the beach talon
nulth performed a song 150th anniversary of the
and he handed it to a city council of a paddle her lanky to Inert.
was
feeling
Adam
a
great
carved
by
Chief
dealing
with
the signing of the Treaty of
Maori
warrior
young
to
see
someone
so
presented
on
Hesquiaht
Tribe's
Waitangi, the founding
who then ran down the Shew Sri.
achieve
so
much,
ownership
of
the agreement of the nation
beach with it for its behalf of the Nuu -chah- young
her
hard
work
through
which was signed by
Hereditary
Chiefs.
shoreline,
the
reels,
nulth
purvey to Mt. Smart
was
also
and
dedication.
horizon
and
beyond
Maori
and the
The
council
the
the
Stadium.
Ron and Rosemary horizon, in their territory. British Crown.
Later that day we all presented with a print
An
Thompson
from
and their three
When the pole was
by
Jenkins
Between 8,000 to
went to the opening
Art,
Tim
raised
the
Nuuchah
Nikki,
Rachel,
children,
10,000 people travelled
Mt. Paul,
ceremonies
at
Pat
ninth,
Salish
George Louie,
the
and the to Waitangi where they
and Bradley became
Smart.
Kevin
Cram
Maori
people
left
the saw 20 of the great war
Amos
and
friends
to
close
S About 2,000 Maoris
in
were
field
together
a
spirit
net
and
they
everyone
canoes escort Queen
were on the field to walk
very helpful to us in of unity.
Elizabeth and Prince
aThese gifts were give
come everyone with
Another
pole,
hope
to
carved
in
of
the
every
way.
We
Philip to the treaty
appreciation
of
about 40 minutes
in
Saish
see
them
all
again
by
carver
Cicero
Nonhcote City Council
grounds.
ceremonies.
August
was
A re- enactment of the
being
Then each of the par- paying for the rooms for 1994 in Victoria.
the
big
days
raised
lawn
-nulth
and
One
of
on
the
of
signing
of the treaty
Nuu
-chah
the
countries
Inc pets g
on
Legislative
Buildings
for
everyone
arrived
the
place
and there
took
during
their
stay
paraded their athletes Salish
was
as
the
in
Victoria,
and
by the
February
3,
were
speeches
In Auckland.
around the field.
shown on the big Queen, the prime InnThe
next
day games came to an end
Wayne Morris from
was
pole
Mt
Tim's
totem
screen in the stadium. Star and Maori leaders.
went
to
Saanich was given the everyone
.
Mt
This
for
a
raised
at
symbolized the
A number of prolesto be
honor of leading the Smart stadium
1990
were
present
tors
athletes dress rehearsal of the Smart Stadium during bridging of the
Canadian
1994 demanding that
with
the
the
the
games
poleraising
during
ceremonies.
the
closing
around the track. He
games.
-nugh
honored
by
The Nuuchah
treaty be
was wearing his grad dosing ceremonies.
-ninth
The Nuuchah
Zealand
New
That look a few hours and Salish people were
the
herbal
costume
the
stood
to
a
by
pole
car'
it
was
of
led
into
the
stadium
They
and
then
overnment.
g
decorated with small
for
n
the
was
stadium
red
and
merge (meeting place) Alice Paul who
banners
carved paddles.
remainder
of
the
closing
the
was
chant,
during
where
everyone
doing
a
prayer
snouted
About two hours of
focal
as
a
ceremonies
for
the
prime
welcomed
and
the
creator
Queen's
and
asking
entertainment followed again
led.
protection for the pole point for about 35.000
misters speeches.
including a re -enactmil
and
300
people
inspectators
polentas
was
and
for
the
Fourteen
pole
The
totem
m nt of the arrival of the
were
viewers
lion
television
coned
in
the
ceremony.
arrested
including
ATI
where
first settlers to New taken out to
were
world.
Following her
around the
a
omen who threw a
Zealand, an air show by we were staying and the
nulth,
When
ceremonies
Nuuchahthe
BI
was
tested.
the
wet
Than at the
hydraulic
the Kiwi Red jet fighters
huge
his,
wearing
finished
a
first
time
who
were
were
nairt
Queen, narrowly
and a jump off the This was the
place
on
the
ing her.
stadium root by four that the pole was seen cedar bark clothing and party took
masks
and
field
among
the
par.
Some of us stayed at
upright.
What
ceremonial
standing
bongs jumpers.
many
for two days
from
the
Bans
Waitangi
sight.
headdresses.
When about 40,000 a beautiful
returned to
lots
of
others
while
Alice Paul chanted a
They were followed countries, with
people left the stadium
by the Salish, who were picture -taking, swapping Auckland by bus on the
it was like a big party Prayer and everyone
long
a
day,
their paddle of shirts and hats, and a same
out on the streets, congratulated Tim Paul singing
200
of
over
feeling
of
wonderful
journey
song as they entered.
everyone having fun on his great work.
kilometres each way
Salish
sang brotherhood and unity.
That evening we had
The
trading
singing
and
folthe
At
daybreak
On the eighth of
Nikki
of
their
for
another one
a
party
things.
the
pole
morning
lowing
February it was time to
traditional songs and
A few days later there Jenkins, the daughter of
al
the
raised
head home so we had a
was a reception hosted the administrator of the then followed it with a was
with
Mane
Awataha
prayer
to
thank
little get together on the
song,
where we
Comm residence
by the Vioria
conducted
ceremonies
the creator for what was
evening of the seventh.
monwealth Committee were staying.
Nuuand
Maid
by the
We played !Mal with
happening.
Nikki had just won a
1,200
with
about
some mends from the
During the spayer chah -nulth people.
gold medal in gymnasguests.
an
to
Club
That
brought
Canadian
song the eyes on the
Among the guests tics for New Zealand. At
of
in
duties
living
(Canadians
was Prince
Edward. 14 years of age she totem pole were sym- end the official
and
Zealand)
the
youngest boli0alty being opened. all those who made the New
The Hesquiahts penes- was
Mends.
Zealand.
Maori
The
eyes
had
been
to
New
some
trip
bred a sparrow dance member of the New
everyone
during
a
Almost
All the money that
closed
for the prince and when Zealand team.
to
Everyone was very ceremony In Victoria to went for a journey north was bet was donated
Simon Lucas introduced
Whatua
pas- to Waitangi, either by the
Noah
the dance he invited proud of her and at the help ensure a safe
to
them
help
sage to New Zealand.
bus or car rental.
people to
Prince Edward to Mc- party she was given a
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rebuild their meeting
house that they had
recently lost in
fire.
The donation came to
about $400, and it was
presented to Mc Te
Papa Trio by Vic Amos.
It stoup be mentioned that Vic Amos did
a lot of organizing for
the
Nuu
anrland
group in Auckland and
he made things a lot
easier for
everyone
through his hard work.
Good job, Vic!
Before
leaving ATI
and Auckland Ron and
Rosemary Jenkins gave
a model carved waka to
the Hesquiaht people
for their cultural centre
in Hot Springs Cove.
The Hesquiaht people
gave their
daughter
Rachel a set of Ural
sticks and bones as she
showed a real knack for
the game. So some day
lanai might become a
popular pastime in New
Zealand.
There were goodbyes
to many of the Maori
friends we had made
and some last minute
swapping of shirts and
and . other
paddles
things
for
Maori
wa lubs and tikis (bone
or
greenstone
pen
dams),
Some of our Maori
friends saw us on al the
airport and a 'few tears
were shed.
The flight left at heldnight and about 17'1
hours later everyone
was back in beautiful
B.C., in the snow and
cold.
It was a great expenance going to New
making
éaland, and learning
about other cultures. It
broke tone ground for
Other native people IO
go there as the Nuu nugh and Salish
are rnow known there.
Many reminders of
the visa remain in New
Zealand
the totem
other.
works Of
and
pole
art, numerous T- shirts,
jackets, pins and other
items from Nuu -clan
nulth
and
especially
ire
of
memories
and
brother
goodwill
which
was
hood
demonstrated by the
people that were there.
Now for Victoria and
1994.
.
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The Salish people enter MI. Smart stadium. Behind them followed the pole.

Before the pole-raising at Mt. Smart Stadium from left to right,
Josephine George, Mathew Lucas with headdress, Monica Pout, Tkn

The Queen's baton arrives at Okahu Bay In Auckland aboard the wake
luau Mahuhu Ole Renal, New Zealand's largest war canoe.

Paul. and Chief Mike Tom.

e

Aib

Maori warriors perform a hake to welcome the Numchah-nulth and
Salish people and Maria them for the invItabon to Meier, In ISSa

Harbour at
The Maratha!ht paddlers about to heed across Auckland and mesdaybreak, to loin other canoes In bringing the Owen baton
sage bathe Commonwealth Games

ss:

The hlue-Chah.oulth people had party for Nikki Jenkins who won a gold
medal for New Zealand in gymnastics. Nikki, parents Ron and
Rosemary were managers of the residence where everyone stayed white
in Auckland and they were very helpful and became good friends. Nikki
and her family were given gifts in appreciation of her great achievement.
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Chief Dominic Andrews at the closing
ceremonies of the Commonwealth Games.

Stan ley Lucas, Sparrow Dance.
.

Performers from Papua New Guinea.

Following the paiesising the Sou-chah-nuitS
the stadium by Maori Wa rr In rot
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HOW TRIBAL FISHERIES ENFORCEMENT
HAS IMPROVED RESPECT FOR REGULATIONS
(Part 12 of a serges on research
on fisheries co- management by
Nelson Ke/flah of Port Alberni
and Lyn Pinkerton of UBC, supported by a grant from the SoMal Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada.)
What are the main problems
you have had In setting up tribal
fisheries enforcement? we asked
the tribal enforcement officer. He
worked for the tribe in the Point No
Point Treaty Council with a repute.
tion for having the most difficulties.
The Bold decision of 1974 had
the
recognized
western
Washington tribes right to make

and enforce their own fisheries
regulations. Has K been an easy

process?
"Well, it doesn't happen over-'
night! When first got the job about
10 years ago, nobody took me
seriously. For example. when the
fishery was closed, I'd go down the
diver and pull all the nets out. Two
hours later the same number of
nets would be out, and rd do it
again."
You mean everybody In the
I

tribe was fishing when It was
closed?"

L.

"Just about. The attitude was
that I enforcement was tribal,
everybody could do as they
pleased. People thought serious
enforcement was something only
the big bad government did. This
tribe has a history of being militant.
Before, the Bold, decision, lots of
people fished illegally in defiance
of the stale. They let justified in
doing so, because the stale did not
recognize their fishing rights.
'Alter tribal fishing rights were
recognized, people started to learn
what management was all about.
Naturally, it took a while. The local
stocks that we fished On needed

Careful management to bring them
back The tribe worked with the
Point No Point Treaty Council to
make libel regulations that would
create the best possible fishery in
the future. There was only so
much fish. Anybody fishing against
tribal regulations was hurting the
tribe. An illegal tribal fisherman
was taking fish away from the
share of all the other fishermen of
that tribe."

What
made the
attitude
change?
"A combination of things. Part Of
it was that people had to take me
senousy. because I kept going alter them. It happened to stages:
First, it took a few years for the
majority of fishermen to accept that
it was a serious offense to disobey
tribal regulations They learned to
apply for and easy with them a
Tribal licence. They learned to mark
their nets, and to space their nets
far enough apart
By the time the majority of
people had learned that, they had
accepted the fact that the tribe had
the fight to regulate their fishing
activities. Still about one -third of
the
fishermen
violated
the
regulations. But at least they were
fisting secretly, at night
'By this time the tribe was starting to increase the fines and jail
sentences toe violations. The tribal
Goods were getting tougher on
repeat offenders. Violaters risked
losing their licences.
Did the illegal fishermen have
any community support at this
I

time? OW people secretly sym.
pathize with them?
"This' was the key. The tribal
managers started
know that they
amount of illegally
subtracted it from

letting people
estimated the
caught fish and
the tribal catch

allowance. Suddenly everybody
realized the illegal fish were coming out of their own pockets!
Before you knew it, more people
were starling to phone me and tell
me where and when to look for offenders.
Was that the end of violations,

then?
"Not quite. It was kind of a gang
thing. When the ringleader gol to
the pant of almost losing his
Sconce, he quit outlawing. That
helped a lot
Now it's down to about 20 outlaws, and
know who they are.
Everybody knows who they are.
We had a breakthrough this year.
For the first time, a Wool member
was wining to give evidence
against another tribal member in
the tribal court. That means a big
change in altitude. That means the
whole tribe is now against outlawing and wants it slopped.
"The tribe has pushed for even
tougher fines. The slate enforcement officers say we are new
tougher on our own people than
they are on theirs. This is a real
turn -around. They used to try to
prosecute tribal offenders in slate
courts, because they claimed we
let tribal offenders on too easy.
Now the shoe is on the other foot.
They admit we are probably harder
1

offenders than they are."
How do you think the number
of tribal offenders now compares to the number of nonn

tribal offenders?
"Well, its hard to say how many
non -tribal offenders there are.
you ask Washington Department of
Fisheries enforcement, they aren't
even willing to guess I have heard
fishermen guess there might be 20
per cent or more of the fleet that
violates regulations.
II

I
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Introducing Native Only Printing
We would Ike to intlOduce our new gar.
ment printing co- to the
f
peoples
the West
Coast

02lay

LLn

=AUCKLAND=
Shirt design by Art Thompson, printed at
Native Only Printing.

As of April 1989 Native Only Printing was
formed, thanks largely
to
Economic
the
Development Corporation of the NTC. They
provided us with funds
printing
to purchase
equipment
and with
enough capital to get us
underway.
We will cater to
natives by doing printing
on garments consisting
of T- shirts, sweat shins
of all sizes. We are at
the present limited to
priming on adul sizes
with all intentions of get -

ring into chidrens sizes
and printing on legs Of
sweat pants and caps,
We
have
very

recently completed a
logo for 'Morgan AmCans Memorial Basketball Tournament- that
was held in Duncan in
November of Iles year.
Also we completed a
logo for the Hesquials
trip to New Zealand,'
garments were worn by
the group in Auckland,
New Zealand during the
commonwealth games
in 1990.

We do have the
ability to create Personalized an -wodo for
any occasion.
Thanks to the NTC
NEDC for their faith in

Cultural Week

"But at least I know low many
Offenders there are in this tribe. It's
16 per cent now and going down
all the time. I even know who they
are! Eventually, with more and
more support from the tribe, they
will be brought into Inc.
"Now, I dont see the state enlorcement officers being able to do
this. They don't have the kind of
relationship we do with the comunity. And remember, I'm talking
about the tribe that had had the
hardest time with enforcement.
The other Mhos in our area were
pretty law- adding to start with.
They had a very small number of
offenders, and now it Is practically
zero."
is It hard for you to charge offenders who are on the Council
or have high status?
"That's the great thing about
working fora tribe to the Point No
Point Treaty Council. I am hired
jointly by the tribe and the Treaty
Council. It somebody on tribal
government puts pressure on me
for citing him, the Treaty Council
backs me up and says I'm just
doing my job.
"There is always this kind of
pressure In small communities.
Either people am your relatives or
your blends, and they ward you to
make exceptions for them. But the
Treaty Council expects me to be a
serious professional, With their
support, gradually I have won the
respect of the community. Nobody
is above the tribal law, and they
respect me for being decimated to
enforcing it. Today the tribe lakes
its management very seriously. We
know that our well -being depends
on good management by our tribe,
and so we support it. I believe we
can now do better enforcement
than the Department of Fisheries..
I

I

application for a work with you.

erem

sure we are
going to be a success.
So. If you have any
printing on garments, Tchide, sweat shirts and
even team-wear, please
eel tree to consult with
us. We would love to

Kelee-KIece
Charlene and
Art Thompson
2721 Fifth St.
Victoria, B.C.

VIT eel

1604) 384-9118

HOPI
Hearth Outreach for Parents and Infants

Special Events Weekly Drop In
Everyone Welcome
Where: 4957 Argyle S1.
Pon Alberni
When: Every Thursday
Time: 10:301:00 P.M.
For more info call 723 -1391
March 22: How to give medication to
your kids Miss Mitchell
March 29: Video - Daily care and
feeding of baby

-

The

then p.mplay Huns.Challenges
Eagle and sang two
more songs.
Several elders spoke
in appreciation of what
the school was doing
.teaching
the
young
people their traditions
and language. Speaking
were Archie Thompson,
Also McCarthy, Agnes
Dick,
Chief
Hughie
Wafts,
Chief
Adam
Shewish, and Mabel
Lewis, Queen of the Eldors from &merman.
During
week
the
resource people who
spoke to the students
included Vina Robinson,
Tom Watts, Montane
Jones. Ann Robinson,
Deb Fo =corn. Boyd Gal tic, Ramona Gus, Ben
David,
Elmer
Thompson, Tim Taylor,
Richard Lucas, Frank
Brown, Helen Robinson,
Archie
Thompson,
Leonard George, Adam
Shewish, Limy Gallic,
Agnes Dick, Lois Gus,
George
Louie,
and
Richard Inglis.
deep to all of the
above
people
for
making this year's eel rural week a huge suecess.

Ha -Ho -Payuk students

School's annual cultural
week concluded with
several hundred people
attending
an
elder's
luncheon at ine Somass
Hall on February 23, the
Nuuthah -nulth
Day
holiday.
The school had a
busy
week
with
resource people coming
n
to speak to the
students every day on a
variety of topics.
v At the luncheon the
nail was decorated with
artwork by the students.
They also had created
native ad placemels for
each setting.
Chief Adam Shewish
welcomed everyone to
the Somass Hall.
The students then
sang a dinner song
before the meal.
The students served
a seafood dinner to
everyone and then they
sang a Tseshaht song
before turning the floor
over to guests to perform.
Guest
performers
were students from Alen
Bay
who performed
several of their brad/
tonal dances. Their
speaker explained the
dances to the audience.
Ha -HO -Payuk
The

t

Nashilh-ga, march sewn

Is

med a
mingbird

-

tw

1i
1
Ha-HO -Payuk students entertain during

heir cultural weak.
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Students from Alen Bay performed several of their traditional dances.

Human services workers reach half way mark in training
Have
you
ever
received
20
cornAliments about yourself
all at one timer Well,
that was the final ores.
cise
of
live -day'
a
workshop during the
Core Training Module
#2 on personal growth
and
development in
Campbell River held
And
January
15.19.
noel what an impact! As

one trainee said "I walked
out on cloud nine. The
comp4meus made me
feel m good!" Giving and

compromising yourself or daughter.
Thank
you
your values: having self. George!
esteem. Assertiveness is
The counselling and indirect, honest and Mesasawing skills module
concentrated on the helpri c communication.
The Human Services ing relationship; how to
workers participated in listen effectively; low to
many exercises that al- ask open questions; how
lowed Ilea time to prat- to listen for and respond O
tise new skills and give feelings and
thoughts;
each other feedback in a paraphrasing, comm
supportive way.
ing, self -disclosure. conEach module uses role fronting and bringing the
play situations, personal interview to a conclusion.
caw studies, vidw-troe. Each of these skills was
student oral presentations, observed on a teaching
lecture and discussions so video and then practised.

compliments that trainees have a chance Each
was among the topics ;n- a practise and fine -tune
eluded In the assertiveness- their skills.
part of the
training
Most recently Module

remising

workshop.

Assertiveness

is recognizing that you
have rights: teaming
arn
m
and up for those rights;
respecting the rights of
Caws; making your own
choices; expressing yoke.
self
without
hurting
others; recognizing your
emits; having confidence
ht your abilities; working
for -yeyc . . ahem wihph

#3

on

interviewing

and
was

counselling skills
oompntod in OpitanAmidst snow and cold
1

temperatures
an
enthusiasac group headed
over to Opitsahl each day:

grated Imam peace, and
heavy of the community
smells of delicious
breakfasts being prepared
try, Geyrgç David and his

trainee

had

the

chance to he on video and
watch themselves do an

interview!

plc

training
Coco
m
started
November and will knish
program

his May. The pogrom
moos. of the amain]
skills in human services
work. The Core training
includes six classroom
modules and community
assignments. the topics
are: Module #1: problem
...extant; Module #2

oersted

gash

and

development Module #3:
¡nervrewrn¢ and

con..

ing skills; Module ea: ad- Health Board.
including . We are fortunate to
ministration
rding skills have Roy Haiyupis as an
reporting/recording
and
proposal
wring: elder and adviser who almodule 05: community !cods and assists with each
development and Module module.
e6: warn work. Following
Wilma
Kedah,
each classroom session the graduate from SEC in
trainees complete a tom- education has also been
easily assignment oWlz- assisting with the raining
ing the skills teamed in program.
We congratulate and
the clasSrOom.
program
was encourage all the Human
The
designed with he input of Services Worker waddles
so hard
Family Care Workers, who ue
thug
and
Alcohol to team and share their
workers, CFDR'e and staff skills with their comfrom USMA and the murals and families.
Keep up the good work!

wain

.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL
LAW AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
n1977,
Since
digenous peoples from
all over the world have
been attending at the
Nations
in
United
Switzerland
'Geneva,
and in New York to
indigenous
promote
rights and seek the
recognition of our rights.
Through the efforts of
indigenous peoples and
other support groups,
there has been much ,
progress
the
Indevelopment ri of
digenous rights at the
United Nations. In 1982,
the Working Group of
Indigenous Populations
was established to look
into recent develop
masts that have happaned with indigenous
peoples and to develop
what is known in International law as scandards (which means the
making. of international
law such as a declareson or convention). The
working group to date
has had seven sessions
and is now in the
process of Pedaling a
second redraft a the
draft declaration of indigenous rights. The is -.
sue
of
indigenous
peoples and our rights
have
gained
unp r e c e d e n t e d
prominence within the
United Nations at a
rapid rate. This article
will not be focusing on
the working group or on
Me
many
avenues
which are available, and
only as a way of introduction as to what is
cocuring at the Hemstonal level.
The question is often
asked, why is internrenal work Important to
us? First of all, our
rights as indigenous
peoples
are
being
determined and where
our rights are being
determined we must be
there to advance and
protect
our
rights.
Second, international
work
is
political
leverage to o solve our

problems

here

in

Canada.
Exposing
Canada for her treatment
towards
indigenous people has
done much to tarnish'
the image that she has
always portrayed as
"the protector of human
agar. No longer can
the
Government
of

Canada tell lies or half discriminatory as all
truths about what they peoples have the right
have done for us for we to
self- determination
are there disputing and and the ILO by trying to
providing evidence to qualify our right to sell.the contrary. Thirdly, it determination, has gone
opens another door to far beyond their jurisdicus for trying to solve our tips. Our right to selfproblems.
Working determination must be
totally within Canada is explicitly recognized so
not the answer. Look at that we will be able to
how many years many freely determine our
issues have remained own political, economic,
unsolved such as the social
and
cultural
Lubber situation. They development. Any athave had to take their tempts to try and take
case to the United this right away from us
Nations because they must be stopped at all
cannot achieve a solo- costs,
lion here in Canada.
2) Our inherent right
This is the same with . of consent is watered
many situations within down to consultation
Canada.
with the objective of
Many countries have achieving agreement or
stated that once apar- consent. Consultation in
Meld has been dealt eyes of the government
with,
indigenous is talking to us, telling
peoples will be the us what they want, lisforemost issue at the toning to as and doing
whatever they want to
United Nations.
The
most
recent without taking into condevelopment in intern- sideration what we have
portal
law
and in. said. There Is nothing in
digenous rights occured this convention to make
within the International them obtain agreement
sent, but only to
Labour
Organization, or
which Is the largest try. The government will
specialized
agency also have the right to
within
who
the
United decide
Nations. It functions on representative
orits own under its own ganizatons are, and in
constitution and then stead of going to the
functions within the chiefs and councils,
United Nations in its may go to organizations
having input
role as a specialized without
agency. In 1957, the from the grass roots
ILO passed a conven- level.
3) Customary laws:
Ion concerning the
protection and Integra- There is no recognition
non of 13.. -.nabs and that we have had our
other tribal populations own traditional systems
in
independent and that they still exist..
countries. Since 1957 it They will accept some
has been the only exist- of our customary laws
ing international law that as long as they believe
deals with indigenous that they are not incpeople. But by its very ompatlble
with their
own title, the convention legal
system, which
was
blatantly
as- really means if they are
similationist and dis- not contrary to the Charcriminatory. In 1985, in ter
of
Rights
and
a very deliberate move, Freedoms.
Our custhe Intemational Labour tomary laws are the
Organization decided to base of everything that
partially revise the con- we do and non- recognlversion. On June 27, lion of this is dis1989, the General As- cOmInalory and a denial
spray of the ILO ac- of who we are.
Revised
cepted the
4)
Lands
and
Convention 169.
Resources: The con
The resulting convert- vent¡on itself recognizes
lion is one which:
the rights of ownership
1) Qualifies us as -and possession of the
peoples, saying that we peoples concerned over
will call you peoples but the lands which we
this does not mean you t have traditionally ochave the right to self- copied. The Governdetermination. This is ment of Canada has al-

ways taken the position
that we do not own our
lands, that in fact the
lands are held by Her
Majesty for our behalf
and we only have the
use
and
benefit
Therefore the Canadian
government could say
that the provisions of
land in the convention
do not apply to
digenous
people
Canada because we do
not have ownership of
the lands. There must
be a traditional use of
our land, so this would
not include any lands
that have been recently
acquired, or lands which
are acquired in the fulure. The state must set
up a land claims system
within the national legal
system, which implies
that the government can
say that your remedy
ges with the court. The
problems with going
through coud is that it is
within their System, and
it Is
expensive and
lengthy. An unreadnary paver within the
convention is that the
government can remove
us from our lands as an
exceptional
Determining what ais an
exceptional
measure
would be with the
Government of Canada.
They could say that it is
an exceptional measure
that they have to build a
dam, or that they must
build a highway, or that
they must take out
some natural resources
within our lands. The
convention does not
give us control of our
resources but we may
in
participate
the
management. use and
conservation of
the
resources.
Therefore,
the full decision making
power lies with the
government. The mismanagement
of
resources has become
very well publicized
within the last few years
with many of the bands
Suing
the
federal
in
government
this
regard. We can only
expect this to continue
in the future and the
convention does nothing to help assist us.
5)
Generally: The
convention leaves much
discretion
with
the
government. It does not
give us control of our
i

r

-

lives but makes us at
the mercy of the state.
The convention may

give programming in
various areas, but most
of these areas are ones
inch we already have,
such as education and
health.
Being
admiristrators
for the
federal government in
program areas is not a
good standard to keep
maintaining.
The Government of
Canada has one year to
decide whether or not
they will ratify this convent. II necessary
they can take up to 18
months, so before June
1990 and definitely by
December 1990, this
will have to come before
the federal parliament:
Only it this is ratified will
become
law
in
it
Canada. There is new a
pending
resolution
before the Assembly of
First Nations rejecting
the convention and asking Canada not to
ratify it. Chiefs and
c o u n c i s and other tribal
or
orcouncils
tantalum could pass
resolution
their own
rejecting this and asking
Canada not to ratify it
as well. There are many
and
orbands
ganizations which have
passed such resolutions
to reject this convention.
At the working group
indigenous
on
populations in August
1989,
approximately
300 people walked out
of the meeting when the
International
Labour
Organization presented
the convention to the
The
working
group.
walkout was to make a
very strong statement
that the convention did
not reflect our rights as
indigenous peoples and
that it is far below any
minimum
standard
which should be set.
Most of the indigenous
peoples present at the
working group signed a
resolution rejecting the
convention and asking
states all over the world
not to ratify this convertIntligenous
tion.
peoples from Australia,
New Zealand, United
States,
Central
and
America
South
Canada, and several
ornon -governmental
ganlzaeons signed the
l

resolution
that
was
presented to the work ing group. A clear
statement had to be
made at the outset that
we
as
indigenous
peoples cannot tolerate
this convention because
it does not reflect our
rights. What is most importent is that the ILO
convention will nega.
Lively impact on the
InDeclaration
of
Rights
which
digenous
we have been working
on for several years. In
the working group we
have spent seven years
educating the members
of the working group as
to what is happening in
indigenous home lands.
They have come to a
great understanding of
what it is we are facing
and what our goals and
aspirations are. The ILO
did not lake this upper
tunny, and did not have
sufficient input from indigenous peoples and
therefore, the come.
lion reflects this. If we
accept the ILO convert
lion in the form that It
now is. we can expect a
Declaration
of
Indigenous Rights to be
'the very same. Our
work internationally in
the future will be for
nothing. If the Indians in
Canada
ask
the
Canadian government
to ratify this convention,
it will be seen as a consent to a very low stark
dard of what our rights
are.
The
Canadian
will
use this
government
as a knife In our back as
we continue our work internationally, and state
that they do not have to
raise the standard any
higher,
because
Mdigenous people agreed
to the convention. This
was the strategy behind
revising the ILO convenllon at this time. Now
many states are ref erring to the ILO convenlion stating that this is
what a declaration of
indigenous rights should
look like. The human
rights experts at both
the working group on
indigenous populations
and the subcommission
on the prevention of
discrimination
and
protection of minorities
have
spoken
out
strongly against the ILO
convention.

Continued
next page

DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL
LAW AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
As human
rights
experts,
they
know that indigenous
people were shafted in
this process and that
fair
this is
not
a
representation of our
rights. If we are cornplacent or do not speak
out against this convenson, we will have acquiesced in accepting
this convention.
We do not have to
accept an international
law that does not adeWatery reflect or protect
our lights as indigenous
peoples. We need to
stand up for our rights
and fight! A very strong
message needs to be
sent to the Canadian
government
and
governments all over
the world that we as indigenous people are not
satisfied with the results

of convention 169 and
do not want it retired.
We
can
give
no
credibility to such a

process or to this concordon. I would urge
you to talk to your political leaders to support
the resolution rejecting
the convention and calling on all states not to
tarty. Effort should also
be made to talk to the
provinces
and
the
government to
prevent this convention
from berg ratified. We
as indigenous peoples
do not have to accept
crumbs that are being
tossed to us by powerful
governments from all
over the world. We have
the power to stop this
convention from being
used directly against us.
Convention 169 has put
a great block to our
I

.
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Wally Samuel, Executive Director of the Port
Alberni Friendship centre, receiving a certificate
of appreciation from Mayor Gillian Trump,
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programs.
Wally said that the
Friendship Centre tried
to keep kids connected
with their native arts
and crafts.
The
Centre
fundraises
n for kids from
low income families so
they can participate in
cultural and recreational
activities, Wally said.
One of their most
popular events are teen
emdances.
Wally
phas ¡zed that all of their
events are alcohol -free.
"One of our goals is
to keep the citizens of
Port Alberni occupied
and to help Morn Ire come better citizens,"
he said
Among the guests at
the luncheon was Pon
Alberni Mayor Gillian
Tramper. She presented
a certificate of app edason to Wally Samuel in
appreciation of the services the Friendship
Centre has prodded to
the community.
The framed certificate
said: "From the City of
Pon Alberni: Presented
to the Friendship Centre
on the occasion of their
25th Anniversary of service to the Citizens of
Port Alberni."
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JUDITH F. SAYERS'
Judith Sayers is an
Indian lawyer practising
law in Hobbema, Al
berta. She has been acfive in the intemational
law area since 1982. In
1989 she spent 10
weeks in Geneva, all.
tending the Commission
on Human Rights lobby.
ing for the treaty study,
as a worker's delegate
to the ILO conference,
and
the
preparatory
meeting 01 indigenous
people,
working
the
group on indigenous
populations.

Services Outlined at
Friendship Centre Luncheon
Pon
Alberni prepared by Can and
The
Friendship Centre in- Cindy.
veal members of the
Wally Samuel, exeeusue
director of the
public to a luncheon on
centre, explained the
February 16.
that
were
The guests were told services
that the centre would be available at the centre
celebrating its 25th an- and he introduced the
niversary in the coming staff.
Among the services
getyear and this
together was one of a are legal aid, health
family
number of events plan- services,
s
u
alcohol and
nod to promote the guidance,
drug program (through
centre and its services.
was
served
SUNS), elder and youth
Everyone
recreation,
a delicious veal cutlet or programs,
and
training
veal cordon Neu lunch cultural

Ç

progress
and
the
development of an in
toreallanal law on
digenous rights, and if
we don't do anything to
remove this block, our
efforts
internationally
will have been for north
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On hand for Moses Smith's Bcan birthday parry ware his brother
smith, sister Anna cheeks, the Old Buffalo himself, and sister clara
Tyler.

The Old Buffalo hits 80!
Friends and relatives
Eaneem Elder
Moses Smith helped
him to celebrate his
80th birthday with a
party
at
the
Navy
League
Hall
Campbell
Rivet
on
December 20th.
n
Moses, also known
as the "Old Buffalo',
turned 80 on Christmas
evAlso
celebrating their
birthdays w ere Mo's
Martha
better
half,
Amos (December 22nd)
and his nephew Earl
"EJ' Smith (December
20th).
The hall was lull of
well -wishers from the
Nuu-chan -nurh tribes,o
including Moses' two
sisters from Noah Bay,
Washington, Clara Tyler
and Anna Cheaka.
The party got under01

n

.

way with a prayer chant and the Allied Tribes) for
and the giving of money many years on his own
expense.
by Andrew Callow
In appreciation of all
Following
dinner
several speakers talked his work over the years
about the contributions Earl Smith preserve
that Moses Smith has Moses with an India
made to his people over Sweater on behalf of th
Ehattesaht Tribe. Th
the years.
resource
He has been a great sweater had two buffalo
t0 the Ehut- designs on the Iron( and
meta and other robes a large one on Me back
Never at a loss for
as a historian, an adas- words, the Old Buffet
visor, and a politician
is
he
very
ac - got up and thanked
and
still
in
five
attending everyone for the party
Other °They haven't killed o
meetings
and
all the buffalos yet', he
functions.
who
has .10ked.
Anyone
He said that heh wa
spoor more than five'
minutes with the old thankful that he had e
Buffalo knows 05 his good lady, Martha, at
his side... the joy of my
great storytelling ability.
His nephew Francis lite.
°I would also like t
Amos said that Moses
thank
the man upstairs,
,had
to
travelled
meetings (with the Na- the Creator, for giving
live Brotherhood of B.C. me such a wonderful
life; he concluded.

THANKS FOR SUPPORTING THE
LAHAL TOURNAMENT
TO: All you generous people who so kindly donated money, food
and time to our mini lahal tournament to raise funds for our community
Christmas party. Klein! We never would have been able to do this
without your help. The tournament was a success There were eight
teams, participating. Klein to al you lanai players for helping as rase
our money for the party. Kleeo to all who cooked, cleaned up and served at the concession and just generally ran around for us, much appredated. Clem to all the following, if we missed any names, SORRY!
It is not intentional and double Klee , if we missed any names: Dennis
Martin, Bruce Frank, Willy Frank, Elmer Frank, Naomi Seedier. Con
rine Martin, Tricia Frank, George Dick, George Alto. George Frank,
UOkey Amos, Rita Curley, Darlene Frank, Dora Robinson, Tone
Frank, Mane Martin, Bev Martin, Gwen 'roan, Ray &Ocher, Grace
George, Mom, Nora Hayes, Mary Hayes, Margaret Joseph, Francis
Amos, Joenella Frank, Larry Curley, Tommy Curley, Joel Frank -Manin.
Francs Frank, James Frank, Jane Curley, Terry Tom, Greg Hayes
and Joe Titian.
Appreciatively,
Made titled
Gloria A. Frank Francis Frank

Ns- Shllih -Sa, March se, 1990
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Sports

Tony Fred Memorial
won by Eagles
second annual
Tony
Fred
Memorial
Basketball tournament
was played at the Alherd Athletic Hall on
February 17th and 18th,
hosted by the Pon AItern Eagles.
The tournament was
held in memory of the
late Tony Fred, a well
respected athlete who
played for the Eagles
basketball and softball
teams.
Nine teams entered
the tournament
the
Eagles, Arrows, Hoyas,
Hawks and Hesquiaht
Braves from Port Alhern,
Ucluelet,
Ahousat, Clayoquol and
Nanaimo.
The Eagles and the
Arrows
met
n
the
game.
championship
The Eagles had gone
undefeated
in
their
three games, while the
Arrows had taken one
loss, an 80 to 69 setback at the hands of the
Eagles earlier in the
The

-

l

day.

In their rematch the

two teams played basket -tor- basket In the first
half and they were tied
with 42 points each at
the break.
The Eagles pulled
ahead in the second
hall using the threepoint shot to their ad
vantage, as they hit for
10 of the long shots
during the game.
The final score was
92 for the Eagles and
79 for the Arrows.
The Eagles were led
by the inspired play of
their playing coach John
Dick, who scored 27
points, 18 of them on
three -pointers. He was
later named the MVP of
the tournament.
Ed Newman added
23 points for the Eagles
and Jed Dick had 18.
Mac Sinclair was the
Arrows top offensive
threat with 25 points
while Boyd Gallic had
13.
At the conclusion

the

tournament

et
the

players and tans were
asked to stand for a
minutes
silence
in
respect of the late Tony
Fred.
The presentations of
the trophies were then
made by late Tony's
wife Cheryl and their

children.
The trophies were
presented to: John Dick,
Eagles, most valuable
Dick,
Jed
player;
Eagles, most inspirelineal player; Ucluelet,
most
sportsmanlike
team; Hesquiat Braves,
third
place;
Arrows,
second place; Eagles,
first place.
First Misters -Al Little
(Braves), Mac Sinclair
(Arrows), Boyd Gallic
Dick
(Arrows),
Jed
(Eagles), Jason Dick
(Eagles).
Second Allstars
Charleson
Con
(Braves), Ed Newman
(Eagles), Mike Wyse
(Nanaimo), Bob Sinclair
(Arrows), Maine Mack
(Braves).

-

Kwkwsaaths against Nanaimo.

,junior

Playoffs -Stealz against Nanaimo.

Zone

Basketball Results
Hoyas Invitational Tournament
January 26, 27, 28
1st Place
Port Alberni Arrows
2nd Place
Nanaimo
3rd Place
Pon Alberni Eagles
Most Sportsmanlike Team... Ahousat Braves
MVP
Pete Chartraw, Nanalme
Most Inspirational
Mac Sinclair, Arrows
Best Defensive
Bob Sinclair, Arrows
First All -stars . Mac Sinclair a Fred Sieber, Arrows; Pete Chartraw & Bubba Chartraw,
Nanaimo; John Dick, Eagles.
Second All- stars.. Willie George, Hoyas; Mike
Wyse, Nanaimo; Bob Sinclair, Arrows; Con
Charleson, Hesquiat; Ed Newman, Eagles.
5th Richard Mack Memorial Tournament
(13th Annual Hesquiat Braves Invitational)

Port Alberni Eagles: Champions at the 2nd Annual Tony Fred Memorial Tournament. Front
row (1 -r) Martin Watts, Jason Dick, Jed Dick,
Ken Sam Jr. Back row (I-r) Ed Newman, John
Dick, Doug Wilson, George Williams, Andy
Dick, Gordle Dick.

January 19, 20, 21
Mens Results

F11`.1 e

First Place
Lummi
Second Place
Musqueum
Third Place
Alberta Team Canada
Most Sportsmanlike
Hoyas
MVP
Mike Wilbur, Lummi
Most Inspirational
Marlin Fryberg, Lummi
Most Sportsmanlike .. Marlin En/berg, Lummi
Best Defensive.... Aaron Pointe, Musqueum
First All -stars
Mike Wilbur, Lummi; Trevor
Humchilt, Bella Bella; Mike Wyse, Hesquiat;
nano,
Aaron Pointe, Musqueum; Lyle Bruno, PI-

(^

....

Arrows Repeat as League Champs
The
Pod
Alberni
men's basketball league
carne to an end for
another
year
on
February 23rd as the
Arrows and Sniny's
Restaurant
met
as
playoff finalists,
The Arrows showed
no mercy as they rom.
ped to an easy 112 to
83 win over Smilys to
capture
the
chantpions

ip

trophy for the

second rinse In an many
years.
aha Arrows need all
their weapons against
then

Snott
n

m

Itoludìlg

a

caused

that
merous
turnovers

and easy baskets
some fine outside shooting,
particularly
by
Wayne Clouthier who
hit for five three-pointers

Black
the
defeated
Sheep 78 to 73.
Ed Newman with 28
points and John Dick
with 24 points handled
most of the scoring for
the Eagles while Rick
Crema with 23 pants
ty's.
and Dean Phillips with
In
the consolation 21 points led the way
round
the
Eagles for the Black Sheep.

and finished the game
with 37 points.
Andrew Bos added
17 points, Mac Sinclair
15, Boyd Gallic 14, and
Fred Sieber 13 for the
Arrows. Dilbog Deol hg
for 42 points for Smit.

....

r
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northwest Coast Salish
Tribes.
If you or your team
are interested in participating N the LastName Tourney, contact
us here at Lummi and
we will be glad to
answer any questions
you have: The registraIron deadline is March
29, 1990. The first 16
teams with entry lee

Second All -stars .. Carl Hummel. Bella Bella,
Marlin
Fryberg,
Lummi;
Cory
Pointe,
Musqueum; Con Charleson, Hesquiat; Harlon
McMaster, Alberta.

_

$150.) to the teethement co- ordinators will
be guaranteed participalion and a cornplate
registration
packet.
We'll look forward to
your participation in this
annual athletic event,
and thank you for sup
porting NNAE.

Sincerely,
Fredrick F. Lane
Senior Co- ordinator

,

What is a
Crisis Line?
The
Alberni
Port
Crisis Line is a 24 -hour,
seven -day -a -week telephone counselling service for people in;

mistress
-requiring information
on

resources
need of
ear

Island Junior Zone Playoffs
March 10, 11, 12 at Marl Mahs
GIRLS
Ahousat Mustangs
Kwkwsaaths
Nanaimo
Clayoquot.

1st

2nd
3rd
Most sportsmanlike team
.

ALL -STARS
Susan Jack
Daphne Frank
Marcy Semen
Becky Fraser
Brandy Robinson
MVP

Ahousat
Ahousat
Kwkwsaaths
Kwkwsaaths
Nanaimo
Susan Jack, Ahousat

BOYS
Nanaimo
Wickaninnish Steals
Ahousat Won Pack
3rd
Most sportsmanlike learn . Ahousat Won Pack
1st
2nd

community
a

(needle

Ladles Results
Erse Place

Nanaimo
Second Place
Vancouver Indian Centre
Third Place
Alert Bay
Most Sportsmanlike
Nanaimo
MVP
Jody Marshall, Nanaimo
Most Inspirational Francine Roberts, Nanaimo
Most Sportsmanlike . Jody Marshal, Nanaimo
Best Defensive Kathleen Nelson, Vancouver
First Misters.. Jody Marshall, Nanaimo; Lana
Plant, Vancouver; Barb Cramner, Alert Bay;
Jackie Morris, P.A. Renegades; Rebecca At.
lee, Ahousat.
Second All stars. Francine Roberts, Nanaimo;
Kathleen Nelson, Vancouver; Tina, Alert Bay;
Anita Charleson. Renegades; Dons Robinson,
Ahousat.
.

.

THANK YOU
To Al K. (Uncle),

Our basketball team
would like to thank you
for coaching our team,
Wou were great and we
were great. We didn't
win but we tried and
well keep on trying.
w
One
e
game or two but for now
well work hard and
keep
on
practicing.

Thank you Al Keigah.

.Naloml Souther
Denise Amos
Sharon Mark
Joenella Frank
Suzanne Wagner
Karen August
Clara August
Martha August
Melissa Martin

A.A. MEETINGS AHOUSAT
Every Monday evening
at 8 p.m. at the meeting room

Everyone Welcome!

.

ALL -STARS
Wokamnnish
Wickaninnish
Nanaimo
Ahousat
Nanaimo
MVP
John Good, Nanaimo
Good Slob to all the teams that go to the
B.C.'s in Bella Bella.

Ivan Thomas
Keith Thomas
John White
Evan Touche
Chris Good

beds

Tha Eagles and Arrows met in the championship game of the Tony Fred
Memorial tournament.

Last Name Basketball Tournament
entry lee will be $150.
Dear Native Friend,
You (or your team) which will include a free
are Invited to participate meal and drink for each
In the Seventh Annual player.
Native Northwest Men'S
The event will be
Last -Name
Basketball sponsored by the Native
tournament on April 8th, Northwest Arts and En -.
(NNAE)
7th and 8th, 1990 at the tertalnment
Lummi gymnasium.
which is a non -profit orThe First sixteen (16) ganization designed to
participating teams will .encourage
n
civic rove.
be competing for the cement in community
$1,000. first prize. The activities
for
the

19

LLOYD WATTS
Sheshaht Youth Worker

THANK YOU
To Brian

(Uncle),

The
Tla- o- qui -aht
First Nation basketball
team would like to thank
you
coaching our

second
for game during
that basketball Manemeld although we gol
knocked out two games
straight. You know firs)
place isn't everything,
e received the most
sportsman -like team for
the second time this
basketball season already, and that is tour
sportsman -like trophies

.

in two

years, it is better

meow.
Telephone 387-8004

rbww.v0larr
Gerard Janssen,

u

P.

Tawa:724-.54

Alberni

Morn

Office Hours

Hume

10.1

721212

&ri

con: RI.

than a first place trophy.
(It would be nice to win
lest one game.)
at
Thank you Brian Amos,
The Tla -o-qul -ant

Intermediate
Basketball Team
Denise Amos
Sharon Mark
Joenella Frank
Suzanne Wagner
Naloml Seltcher
Karen August
Mitterl August Clara August
Menhir August
Melissa Martin

Jack Woodward
Banister & Solicitor
Native Law

-3

Penthouse
Fan Tan Alley
Victoria. B.C.
VOW 1N7
Ph. 383 -2356

><
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TELL ME NO LIES YOUTH RETREAT
The third planning
meeting for the retreat
as February 12. At this
meeting we worked on
finalizing details for the
retreat such as youth
applications, transposefood,
tion,
facilities,
responschedule, staff
Sat les and paddpaton in exercises. We
also
recognized the
need for daycare. and
additional
adult
representation
from
Ahousaht.
Sharon
Johnson was engaged
to provide daycare, and
Barb Atleo was asked to
be on the stag team as
the representative for
Ahousaht. Louis Joseph
felt he was unable to
continue as a stag
member for the retreat.
On Wednesday morn
ing, February 21, the
retreat staff and a ton of
groceries left the man
dock in Tonne via water
taxi for Kakawie. Pat
Koreski rescued us at
the other end, and after
two trips in the truck, all

the food and gear made
It safely up to the Sodal
Centre. After putting the
under
food
away
David's
George
dinesLion, we got ourselves
settled in cabins and
had lunch. Then down
to work! We made up
work crews to help with
setting -up and cleanup.
for meals. discussed the
schedule again, prattiled running the exercases and lectures w
would be doing with the
youth, and did role
plays and discussed
how we would handle
crisis situations. We actually made it to bed
before midnight. It's a
good thing weld!
Thursday morning we
waited for the youth to
arrive. They draggled
up from the dock full of
questions and energy.
They signed themselves
up for cabins two Staff
and one to live youth),
settled in, and demon
dad lunch. After lunch,
ground rules, confiders

tally, and expectations
of what the youth wan-

led to get from the
retreat, were discussed.
After a break there was
a lecture and discussion
on abuse and how disclosures
be
would
handled at the retreat.
Then dinner and a volleyball game while staff
held their daily meeting
to evaluate the day's
events and review the
next days schedule. After the game was a
snack break, one more
session and She first
talking circle for the
retreat. Then to cabins
and bed.
Each succeeding day
of the retreat opened
and closed with a
prayer and a talking
circle. All of the stall
and many of the youth
shared their own expenances. This was
very
and
healing
for
strengthening
everyone. There were
more lectures on ACOA
family roles, and many

exercises to help the
youth develop selves
teem by risking themselves and being appredated by the group.
There was also tree
time
for
creation.
music
and
crafts.
videos.
Saturday night we
were up all night singing. making friendship
bracelets, and Saying
positive things to each
other. On Sunday, we
had our final celebration
with a spiral dance and
chant, presentations to
youth and stag of Nuuchah -nulth pins and a
special
certificate
designed
by
Arthur
Joseph, and a hug
circle. The 18 youth
wrote evaluations of the
retreat. Their comments
were sensitive and helptut- Most important, all
of them said they would
be willing
to attend
another retreat of this
kind.
There will be a final
evaluation meeting for

the retreat stag on April
9. At this meeting, w
will evaluate the sue
of the retreat In
terms of follow -up with

less

the youth participants,
n
impact
the cornmelee. budget. spectiveness of the lectures
and exercises, youth
evaluaSons. s We will
also be making recommendations for future
retreats, follow -up support in the communities,
stag training.
At this point, it's safe
to say that the retreat
was a real success. The
objectives for the youth:
"Making
the
Cade
Strong-.
-Personal
Power and Freedom";
'Understanding
the
Abuse of the Paw land
present); were certainly
achieved. We proved
that working together as
a region Is possible and
positive: that as band
and NTC stag we are
capable of working as a
team to put on a youth
retreat such as this.

Rashlbh-as, Marsh (A

MARCH IS NUTRITION MONTH

Many
aCknowledgements are due

b:

What
is
nutrition?
Nutrition means edibles,
food, nourishment, subsistence. Nutrition
is
what you put into your
mouth to stay rive.
You are what you eat
What are you? Are
you a well planned meal
that
includes
meat,
vegetables, breads and
water? Or are you a Big
Mac loaded with fried
meat,
fattening
mayonnaise, additives

Kakawis stag or all
their help, Johnny Tom
for water taxi' service.
George and Wilson for
great meals. Bob Man ring and Lorraine Brave
for Sharing their aeon
and skills.
Retreat stag: Carol
McKee, Margaret Bird,
Priscilla
Lockwood,
Linus Lucas, Barbara*,
Sharon Johnson, Deb biro David, Roberta Mao
tin (and Derrick), Marj
Touchie, Janet Bate.
and Anne Smith, for
their faith, energy and
love.
NTC for the Doper
runty to try, and to learn
from this experience.
Pat lisle for initiating
the dream, the six wolves who watched over
us, and

andsalt?
Are you a crisp fresh
red apple loaded with
natural
sweeteners,
water and liber? Or are
you
overly
oucoan bar just
5l wain
ing to rot your teem and

increase yyour chances
deeding diabetes?
Are you a bowl of hot,
homemade soup loaded
with
vitamins
and
healthy
nutritious
foods? Or are you a bag
of salty potato
and
a pop loaded
of su with seven
spoons of sugar?
Food
Is
powerful

especially the

who
came,
shared,
risked,
and
in
strength
and
grew
wisdom. "Learning to
love yourself Is the
greatest love of all'.

'Youth

Kleco, Kleeol

Much of the food was dampens appetite, may
had a had- eaten in its natural lower
incidence
of
that proved state: and there was no colds.
the richest refining process that
Bananas - prevent
earth. It was removes
important ulcers,
lower
blood
gather, hunt. vitamins and minerals.
cholesterol.
preserve,
dore and The del was complete
Broccoli
lowers
prepare Me food. In and balanced.
cancer risk.
It is known that 200
lad, these tasks took
Carrots
prevent
little time and left more years ago, not only many types Of cancer.
free time to develop the were Koo us a healthy
Fist,- reduces risk of
complex social system people; they were also heart attack and stroke,
including rituals, toasts of larger and more reduces blood fats, lesand dancing.
robust stature than the Sens pain of arthritis,
The foods included a Europeans of that time. lessens pain of migraine
wide valley of fish, Koo us knew a good headaches,
acts
to
shellfish
from
the diet and how necessary decrease
infection,
oceans and streams, it was to eat correctly to helps immune system,
meat and birds from the be in good health. Their relieves
bronchial
forests and many fruits rood was their medicine 'asthma, Increases mental energy.
and berries. Their cook- and health.
Iry
Why cans w try to
methods
were
Onions beech the
simple - barbecuing, eat land tike
ago? good
cholesterol,
baking, boring, roasting Why do we eat the retards blood choSesand toasting. Preserve- poison from most lad lowers the bad
lion was by smoking food from or the junk tool regulates blood
and drying, as well as food horn most candy anima, blocks cancer in
animals.
the use of earthen cal- Why
lard and food caches. Why food Is powerful a Tea
- prevents
cavities, prevents canwrapping
In medicine
and
Apples
lowers s
watebmh which made
in
animals,
watertight, alright con- blood
cholesterol, strengthens
vesadded There were no lowers blood pressure, sego, prevents
after hardenadded
preservatives. Stabilizes blood sugar, ing
arteries.

Koo us
tonal diet
they were
people on
not hard to

-
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On May 18th of last were involved In gaineryear, the Mowachaht ing the information that
Band hosted a one -day was
presented.
at
the
Pacific
Forest
Native Health Far
Canadian
Gold River Community Products also had a
Centre. Sponsored by display of products and
the Health Committee samples of elements inand the NTC, the fair volved in the pulp and
featured booths on a paper making process.
variety of health topics
including drugs and al- (The Band leases pail
cool, environmental is- of Ahentinaquus I.R.
sues smoking, native #12 to the company forfoods.
natural/native Its mash Goa River).
n done. and mental
Late but a hearty
and
con
from
thanks
health. Students
to
the
both the oval high gratulation$
who
parand
elementary
students
school

bodged Jeanne

Mane Dick, Sharlene
Jack. Eddie Jack. Paul
Johnson, Benny Jack
Jr., Jamie James, Troy
English,
Lee
Jack,
Madeline English and
John Ames.
Native health topics,
particularly end
tal concerns, are a
major issue with the
Health
Committee.
Hopefully annually, host ing the lair wig proatle
an avenue for continuing education in this
very important area

HEALTH
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A Special Thank-You to NTC
Re: Elementary Scholarship 1989

Dick.

September 28, 1989, at the NTC Annual Assembly, our
daughters: Bella and Eunice Joe received scholarships in the amount
of 5200 each, for being outstanding students In Grade 6 class.
First of all, we thank the Lord for blessing us with these two beautltul daughters.
Then we would like to thank those of you who worked so hand in
selecting them top students.
We also would like to thank the teachers and staff of the Ha -HoPayuk School who taught then) so well:
Their Kindergarten leacher- Mrs. Gloria Boehm.
Their Grade 1 teacher Mrs. L. Rockh!g.
Their Grade 2 teacher Mc Lee o Setae.
Their Grade 3 leacher- Mr. L Read.
Thor Grade 4 teacher Mrs. Carol Adam.
Their Grade 5 teacher- Miss Canals Fulmes.
Their Grade 6 teacher- Miss L. Was.
Their Native Siutliea
Studies leacher - Mrs. Kathy Robinson and Mrs.
Caroline Little.
A special thank-you tc Mrs. L Wine, who wrote their letters of
recommendation.
Also, on the 5Same token of thanksgiving, the Ha -He -Payuk school
had a naming ceremony for the students graduating from Ha -HoPayuk School to public school. This was held at the Somass Hall,
June 22, 1989. Our gins, Bella and Eunice were honored in this
ceremony. A lot of work was done to prepare for this ceremony. A special thank -you to Jessica Stephens and her sister, Anne Robinson, for
making this event so special Iw
for our girls. They now have Indian
os,
names,
given to them by Mamie Wilson.
We commend the Ha -Ho -Payuk school and staff gratitude, for doing
such a fine job of teaching our children.
Most of all. we thank our girls. Bella and Eunice. for working so hard
in their school work, for being obedient children and just for being
themselves, kind and loving. (A real blessing Irom the Lord.)
We thank -you again NTC for this most precious scholarship. We
approdate you!
"Goal bless you all."
Herbst and Judy Joe
On

-
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The purpose Of this
committee is lo prevent
and control the spread
of AIDS in aboriginal
populations
across
Canada.
This is a committee
made up of represent
talkies from eleven naIona)
aboriginal on
ganizafions
across
Canada. The groups
represented are:
National Association
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Promoting good health through good food are
students from the school al Hot Springs Cove.
Above are Monica saunas and Cherie Charleson
and below are Joey Amos and Nathan Tom.
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of Friendship Centres,

of Canada.
This is the first time
that
these
national
Native groups
have
Canada,
gotten
Women's Association, together about a health
Elders, Indian and Inuit issue. This is the first
Nurses 01 Canada, Na- time health has really
tonal Aboriginal Com- been seen as a priority
munifations Society, In- Issue.
ue Tepinsal, Assembly
If you want further inof First Nations, Na- formation about this
Donal Indian and Iron committee, contad the
CHR
Organization, NTC Health Board.
Aboriginal Youth Council
Inuit Women's Associatwit, Native Council of

I do want to thank the
following people: Bob
Seta. d for back Issues of the He- ShilthSa, our band Manager
Bob Hais for oaten; me
some supplies,
and
Jeanette
Walls
for
donating her medical
Woks.
I suppose vale on
our own now because
Bill gave me all the files.
We wont be expecting
more books unless you
add them yourself. To
date Ucluelet has approximately
3,000,
Ahousat
has
5,000,
Kyuquot 550, Sheshaht
yet
very
few
850,
I

people use the libraries
also have a giveaway
section.
The books are there
with a
lot
of
encyclopedias, please utildue the libraries.
Bill also does recMoos, he did a garden
ing workshop for us
In closing here are
some quotes I tike:
it my mind can con calve it and my heart
can believe it, I know I
can achieve It."
"Love is where there
Is no tear. Fear is where
there is no love."
With love and prayers,
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prevents
cures Ines

diarrhea,
tinal infections has anticancer properties.

LIBRARIES
just want to acknowledge and thank Bill and
Dorothy Van Dieren for
all the hard work. time,
and dollars in getting
libraries established In
*chalet,
Ahousat,
Kyuquot. and Sheshahl,
all on a volunteer basis.
It's a lot of work to
pick up, clean, repair,
process and file and
box books. On lop of
that, hep sel up she!ves, teach us how to
run the library. Bill used
his own money for gas,
cards, pockets, labels,
tape, glue, filing cabinet,
etc. etc., and lots and
lots of time.
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JOINT NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON
ABORIGINAL AIDS EDUCATION
- AND PREVENTION:

-..-w-- -ylLyi
-

PORT ALBERNI NATIVE
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

EASTER RALLY
Time: Friday, 7 P.M.
Saturday, 2 P.M. & 7 P.M.
Sunday, 10:30 A.M., 2 P.M., 7 P.M.
Date: April 13, 14, 15, 1990
Place: Alberni Athletic Hall
Evening Speaker: George Kallappa
Afternoon Speaker: Rick Hull

I
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Beverly Johnson

I
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Yogurt

WORTHY OF NOTE...

S

medicine

1990

Phone Judy Joe, 724 -2952
Audrey Cartlidge, 723 -1352

NUU- CHAH -NULTH
ALCOHOL & DRUG PROGRAM
Wilfred Andrews, Ehattesaht, (Campbell River).. 287 -4353
283 -7512
Verna Jack, (Gold River)
725 -3486
Delores Seitcher, Tin -tais (Tofino)
670 -9563
Corby George, Ahousat
332 -5259
Edwin James, Kyuquot
723 -1223
Charlie Thompson, Port Alberni
Hesquiaht Boat Basin 98077
Shirley Bob (Hesquiaht)
761 -4520.
...
Tanya Michael (Nuchatlaht) ..
Contact the worker nearest you if you need help!

....
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Port Alberni Friendship Centre's Scene
This highly motivated
centre is in high gear.
What can I say? We've
our
had
continually
hands full since the
New Year and looking
into the horizon we are
bound for more excite-

men.
have
quickly,
flown by
without any regrets,
only contentment and
eager to strive to do
better, to offer needs of
this community.
Four

months
so

For the first month
we've hosted a couple
of teen dances and the
participation has been
great and we look for
ward for more of this
event as the long wine
continues on.
A new venture for us
is the 'soup kitchen" of
fared to those less for
tunate and we have had
a series of Succeed
luncheons for these
people,
held
every
Tuesday and Thursday.

team 'from Duncan. But
Joe Curley's team almost upset them and
a lookout.
they net twice and Joe
For our °Lahal" en- took the losses, these
thusiasts we've hosted games went right to the
good wire, point tor point.
of
a
couple
also Way to go Joe. They
and
tournaments
some fun games. Ray settled for the second
Samuel is our king pin best and are deterthese mined to win the next
organizing
in
traditional events, to a ncounter,
Another visiting team
come out and support
and also have a lot of was from Nanaimo and
tun
these the rest of the teams
playing
were local, a pleasant
games.
Volleyball is exciting surprise and shocked
as it always is. Every more
than
anything
tun
we
play
spare night
else.
age doesn't
Our very own PAFC
games,
matter and neither does Allstars
(our second
your condition. Come string) was a surprised
out and enjoy yourself , third place. They looked
we'd be honored to see so graceful and elegant
you take part, not only in their stance and with
that, come out and their magic with the
spikes,
se rves
and
make new friends.
they
know from a personal teamwork
have electrified
the
large
standpoint
many
good crowds. Diving for the
gained
bends and know a lot ball ecstatically created
of you by your name.
a numbness and awe to
We had our volleyball all those who witnessed
tournament and we an- this most unforgettable
Impaled up to 30 team Oh, so much for
teams, but mother no that. They were good
lure won out. We had and they challenge any
teams other native Mania.
most of the
know you
cancel out because of ton team.
the snowfall, so we con- will be bewildered.
tinned with only seven
Cheri took one award
teams and we were for the alistar team and
treated with a well -or- they took the third place
ganized and
skilled award. Not bad eh?
bulletin
We
provide
news of what dates they
are to be held, so be on

KLEARLIGHT
CONSULTATIONS
Income Tax preparation
Full Accounting Services

I

Business Plans

I

Native Tax Strategies

For Proven Results
call

726 -7580

'

I

Ucluelet

Day or Night
"Fish Returns a Speciality'

Next time watch out
Duncan.
So anyway Duncan
got first place, Joe
Curley
second
and
third.
Most
PAFC
team
sportsmanlike
went to Nanaimo. MVP
was awarded to Philip
Alphonse from Duncan
and the inspirational
player went to Kirk
Fong, a local boy. This
young man, maybe 10
or 12 years old showed
us a few moves too.
we
Anyway
plan
volleyball
another
tournament in the near
future. So look out.
We have our dailyy
drop -in, a low pool
sharks are always on
hand and we now have
video nights.
Bingo_ our nights on
Wednesday, 9:30 p.m.
isn't catching on too
quickly. We certainly
need
your
support,
Please come out and
enjoy
your
evening
dubbing each Wednesday night.
So until next time our
hopes are always to acco modate you in your
needs and endeavors.
Chow We are all ex.
cited to see you soon.
Coffee is always on.

Edgar Charlie
Program Director

CLASSIFIED

Port Alberni
Friendship Centre

from
More
Centre...

the

had two band
meetings held here, one
We

Hesquiaht
from the
Band and the other the
The
Band.
Ahousat
holds
a
Band
Ahousat
night
every
cultural
Thursday night from 7
to 10 p.m.
A program the City of
Pon Alberni initiated a
couple of years ago
continues and is called

(Celebration 90). This is
the
a
spinoff
fro n and
Calgary
lgary Olympics
now am an official
so
representative of the nafive community and they
awards,
provide
certificates and merits
infor
outstanding
*victual and groups
who relentlessly work
voluntarily.
I am open to suggesions if you have a speGal person you wish to
be nominated. So for
further information call
the
me,
Edgar, at
Centre. Names must be
m soon as possible.
Again, come down to
the centre and enjoy
yourself, make time to
meet old and new
Mends.

-
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FOR SALE
All kinds of native ans &
coals by ' Charlie '8
Caroline Mickey. Totem
&
carvings,
poles
beadwork, drums, cedar
bark basketry. Contact
the
Hesquiaht Band
Office, P.O. Box 2000,
Torino, B.C. VOR.220,
phone
Campbell
or
River Radio- Hesquiaht
Boat Basin 98077.

A Thank You

I

I

M.L.S. SERVICES

ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT
TRAINEE
Applications are invited for an Administration Assistant trainee position at the NTC
office. This is a term position with the possibility of continuing employment to follow.
The position will be mainly in the education
department.
Applicants should have training in typing,
filing and office procedures. Some training
and experience in using computers, especially the
WordPerfect
and
Supercalc
programs would also be useful.
Azplcatbnrs should be sent to:

Gerald
erald Wesley
Executive Director
Nuuthah -nulih Tribal Council

'

I

you keep up your good guy who gave my mom
a crest , Victoria crest.
work
counts.
Also thank you goes everything
alter my mom on our arI would like to thank a
Vancouver out to Pal and Mamie Thank you very much.
at
few kind people while rival
who took us
Thank you goes out
we were in Auckland, Airport, put her in the Charlesos,
to Richard Lucas and
Zealand.
First wheelchair until we got on a trip around town.
New
trillion
thanks
And a
Vic Amos for the rice
thanks a pillion goes our luggage and into the
also goes out to the two bus ride from the Rich out to Gordon Hanson, taxi to the hotel.
from
Coast rend Inn, back to Pon
A great big thank you couples
who got a wheelchair
het- Alberni. Thank you very
Rose
who
for my mom on our an goes out to Tim, it it Salish,
we ped my mom with her much and to all who
rival after a long trip on wasn't for you
the plane, till we got the wouldn't have made tray during one of our helped us. sale journey.
bus
that trip to Auckland. A good meals and to the Larry Paul
Also thank you to few times my mom alEyes and Mrs. Eyes for most changed her mind
I dedicate this
taking my morn home but the rest of you know
safely to her room. And why. So your Auntie and
to the Checleset people.
also a great big thank I thank youu Tim for
you goes out to An thinking of us, which
all my friends. fly
I Ily high in the sky with
Thompson who looked we'll never forget. And
over a beautiful village called Checleset, but I
see no people only a cabin with broken windows. I know the hereditary chief of
Checleset. I talk to him In his dreams trying to
He listens to me
r bong him to his homeland.
and is trying. It is going to be a struggle for
the family but it will be worth it. will see my
people once again. My bends and I wait for
Sewer and Water
the true Checleset people to move home.

NATIVE ONLY
PRINTING

FOR SALE
Carvings, jewellery from
mammoth & ma stadon
ivory,
whale
tusks,
teeth, homs, animal
teeth and claws, etc.,
abalone inlay. Looking
for mammoth 8, mastodon
tusks
at
a
reasonable price. Contact Rose Elsie John,
No. 141, 720
6th St.,
New Westminster, B.C.,
V3L 3C5. Ph. (6041
590 -8158.

For Rent

-

Port
Alberni
The
Friendship Center has
Hall, Kitchen and Meeting room space availai
al
reasonable
able
more
informarates. For
tion, call Cindy Lucas

723 -8281.
FOR SALE OR TRADE

-

1980 Chev One Ton
Dualy 4 speed, 454,
63,000 km. with 1975
Kit Camper 10.5 ft. Ex-

tres.$10,000.
Will Trade for 17 -18 ft.
Boat, O.B., Camas Top

Been 383

Pod Alberni, B.C.
V9Y 7M2
The deadline for applications is March 31,
1990.

Change of Name /Address
The Aboriginal Rights Coalition, formerly
Project North, has recently established a new
office in Ottawa. We are In the process of updating our mailing list and announcing our
change of address.

Aboriginal Rights Coalition
151 Laurier Avenue East
Ottawa, Ontario
KIN 6N8
Telephone (613) 235-9956
Fax: (613) 235 -1302

THANK YOU
Thank you to al the merchants and people
who helped to make our fund- raising dance a
huge success. A special thank you to those
who attended. You are a terrific group and we
had a great time with all of you.
NTC

Counsellor/Tutors 8 Trainees

Of equal value. After 5

pm 724 -5684.

For Sale
42 h. 'S' shnmp dragging license for sale.
Contact Percy Williams,
Skidegare 559 -4477.

aluminum boat,
Includes color sonar
sounder, A -1 Licence.
New Luger engine pul
in last year, 225 H.P.
Asking $215,000. Contact Percy Reid, Belle
Bella, ph. 957 -2776.
35 ft.

I

FIFTH ST..
VICTORIA. B.C.

2721

YaT 481
(dkt) 3849118

,i

Trouble Shooting and Repair

.

4115 Yale

MIKE SKULSKY
sent

anise)

sinn

Written by
Cecelia Oscar

tit. e.0

vlclu

PS. This was written Irom the bottom of my
9eon.

Just Married!
Congratulations
to
Williams
d
Kyuquot and Diane Kallappa of Neah Bay,
Washington, married on
March 12, 1990.
Ernie

Name: Dominick R. Dolled III
Born at: Shaw AFB, South Carolina
On:4 February, 1990
Weight: 8 tbs. 15 oz.
The proud parents: Dominick & Polly
Proud sisters and brother Katherine. Crystal
Jeannie, & Jimmy.
-.

5bCih -Sq March 20,1990
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POST SECONDARY STUDENT COUNSELLOR
Applications are invited for the above new position which is expecled lo come on stream in May, 1990.
The position will involve providing academe and other advice to
students in the villages and at the schools. The counselor will be
based at the NTC office but most of the time he /she will be working in
the communities or on campus.
The successful applicant will:
Have a minimum of two (2) years post secondary education and
ideally, a degree in education or social services,
Have knowledge of Nuu- chah -nulth culture and history,
Have a keen interest in assisting students both to plan their
programs and to do well once they are enrolled.

Applications, including resumes and letters of reference should be
sent to:

Nuu- Chah -nulth Tribal Council
Box 1383
Pon Albemd, B.C.
V9Y 7M2
Fax 723 -0463
The deadline for applications is March 31, 1990.
Have a valid driver's license and car.

MOWACHAHT BAND
BOX 459
GOLD RIVER, B.C.
VOP 1G0

283 -2532 or 283 -7522
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
POSITION: Youth worker (pan -time)
SUMMARY: Under the supervision of the Mowachaht Band Council,
the Mowachaht Elders Council, the Band Manager, the
youth worker will administer the program.
DUTIES: 1) Provide educational workshops
2) Provide life skills training
3) Provide leadership training
4) Have the ability to provide one -to -one counselling
5) Coordinate ongoing activities
6) Fund -raising
7) Promote cultural awareness
8) Prepare budgets for activities
9) Make home Mists to elders
10) Supervise and recce* volunteers for planned activities
11) Write reports and requests to the management
12) Attend functions for and with elders and youth
HOURS: Monday to Friday, 4 hours per day (6 p.m: 10 p.m.)
SALARY: $5.50 per hour
DURATION: April 2, 1990 to March 31, 1991.
QUALIFICATIONS: Must possess knowledge and have experience in
working with the youth, training in the counselling
field would be an asset Must have the ability to
administer the program with reference to keeping
within the budget. Must be able to listen,
evaluate, and lend support to the youth and the
elders.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: March 26, 1990, please forward applications to the above address.

Port Alberni Friendship Centre
Elders' Meetings & Social
Tea, coffee & transportation Provided.
Every Tuesday at 11:30A.M.
For more information call 723 -8281,
ask for Tim George.

Alt
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A letter of thanks to all the Lahal teams that
participated in our Lahal Tournament, held for
my. cousin Dwayne George. The reason for us
putting it on is that he will be going to
Australia in the summer to play soccer. He
has always been involved in sports, and our
family is very proud of him!
Our family will, hopefully be holding another
tournament just before he goes on his trip.
And other fundraising activities will be hap-

would have celebrated their 50th
anniversary on December 24, 1989.
"MARGARET AND IAN"

'

I

r.

Respectfully Yours,
Deanna Thompson

Happy Birthday
I'd like to wish the

follow-

ing a happy birthday:
to Simon Tom on March

.

5th,
to John Tom Jr. on March
7th,
to Derek Tom on March
9th,
to Anna Little on March
10th,
to my brother Chris Tom
on March 13th,
to Jason Frank on March
17th,
to Rena Frank on March
19th,
to Darlene Frank on March
25th,
to Patsy Charlie on March
26th,
and to Joe Curley on
March 31st. Carol A. Tom
To a special nephew,
happy 16th birthday. Love
Aunt Lisa, Vance and
Shane.

John, Ann, and Philip
would like to wish the following people a happy
mom,
birthday: John's
March 8; Theresa, March
8; Rita, March 10; Ann's
dad, March 4; Ann's mom,
March 26.
I'd like to wish my niece
a happy birthday, Sherry
(Dunka) Livingstone. Love
always your Aunt Squiggy.
would like to wish my
sister Charmaine Gus a
happy 19th birthday on
9.
Following
February
birthday wishes for March:
My mother Phyllis Gus on
March 2, Uncle Cody
Richard Gus on March 3,
nephew Denny Watts on
March 7, brother -in -law
Les Sam on March 14,
brother -in -law Steve Lucas
on March 15, sister Debbie
I

141
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Happy 19th birthday to our little sister Char maine Gus on February 9th. Love all your sisters and brothers, nieces and nephews, and
mom and dad.
I

A small child wakes
In the dead of night
To the soft sounds of
'A Tennesee Waltz'.
Softly and quietly coming
Down the stairs

.
\4P
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Witnessing with wonder
Mom and Dad
Arms around one another
Looking deep with love
Into each others eyes
Waltzing off into my memory
Forever.
Waltzing off into my heart
Burying deep within a treasure ,
For me to keep forever and ever
The memory of the waltz of love
Mom and Dad, in my heart, my eyes
And my memory I shall see you
Both forever...
Waltzing Together forever in Love!

1
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In Memory of
George Charles Clutesi
' Tseshaht Tribe
January 1/05 February 27/88

-

i

Dedicating his life to a greater understanding
Accepting, loving and respecting the Nuu -chah -nulth people
Demonstrating the art of giving of himself through
Drawing, painting, drumming, singing, and teaching, he is
Yesterday's approachable role model

i

.

Inspired by the love for his extended family
Sharing his message to inquiring minds

To my brothers and sisters (The Seitcher's):
Let each of us always remember and cherish
the love we were raised with. We had the gift
of loving parents.

Affirming courage to accept oneself
Freeing self to celebrate life
Rejoicing in being an individual
Energizing through play, laughter and work
Entertaining by participating (You make a difference)

IN LOVING MEMORY OF

ANDREW JAMES to DECEMBER 25, 1978
Sending encouragement, support and motivation
YOU ARE ALWAYS MISSED
Protecting soul, home, Mother Earth and Father Sky
Including children, mothers, fathers, aunts and uncles
For years we all knew you
Remembering exactly who we are
as a favorite uncle. We all
you
were
wish
Immediacy means time doesn't wait
miss you and
here with us Christmas and
Today is waiting, live it.
New Years. Sometimes we
Huup owls to ?aks
all think about you saying that
Rising Moon
wish Uncle Andy was here
'
. (Youngest Daughter)
you knew how to fix things
you used to clean the house
up whenever the house was
messy. Now your resting in peace
with your dad and your mom and
your sister and your brothers Leo James,
4,
lay
Sometimes
(Munro).
Billy
Robert
in bed crying thinking of you. We'll all
think of you Christmas, New Year's. You took
".
your life from us that loved you
mom,
with
your
to
be
went up to heaven
!,
dad, sister and brothers.

SEPTEMBER 11, 1942

I

I

.

brother, Howard Little.
Gus on March 31. Love
March 30
to my
from Elizabeth.
Richard
Little.
nephew,
Birthday greetings to
March 31
to my
Sharon R. Rooney. "Happy
Harold
Little
Ill.
nephew,
40th
the old boot ". From
19
March
to
a
good
the tribe.
friend,
P.
David.
Sandra
to
birthday
Happy
All the best to you all
Williams,
Columba
Anna
C. Little.
February 9, Crystal Watts
February 19, Alice Curley
We would like to wish
Jeanette
February 21, Alice George our daughter
February 23, Andrew Mack Anita Barbara Watts a very
March!, Louisa George happy 3rd birthday on
March 9, Andrea Lucas March 31st, 1990. We
March 11, Patricia George wish you the best. Love
Jeanette from Mommy and Daddy.
16,
March
March
26,
Tania
We would also like to
Andrew
From
March
28.
wish George Williams a
Joseph
Worker
Youth
happy 22nd birthday on
Tim George,
March 31st, 1990. From
PAFC.
to my sister, Martin, Rita -Ann, and your
March 3
niece Jeanette.
H. Mary Little.
We would like to wish
to my niece,
March 8
a
happy
Sam
Caroline Atleo; to my Pam
birthday on April 14 and
nephew, David Jacobson.
to my Tim Taylor Jr. on April 19.
March 14
From Martin, Rita -Ann and
brother, Hector Little.
to my Jeanette.
March 23
nephew, Peter Little Jr.
to my
March 28

;
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In loving memory of our parents who

THOMPSON LAHAL
TOURNAMENT
JAN. 26, 27, & 28, 1990

pening.
A very special thank you to my Uncle Art for
donating the silver bracelet, earrings, and
pendant, for the first prize that we are raffling
off, and to my grandfather Elmer for the
beautiful mask that is second prize in our
raffle. Thank you so much!
would also like to thank France and Marge
Amos for donating $20, Ernest David $10,
Roy Haiyupus $10, Joe Curley and Team $55,
Carl and Lena Jumbo $25, my Uncle Jack
and Aunty Nona $40, and my grandmother
Ida $20, for the monies towards Dwayne's
trip. Greatly appreciated!
Once again thank you to all the teams that
participated and helped in our tournament. I,
myself had lots of fun, and I'll see you all at
the next Lahal Tournament! Kleco Kleco!
Choo.

l;
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Ha- Shilth -Sa, March 20, 1990
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In Loving Memory of Jeffrey Thomas

Three years have passed since that sad day
That day when you were called away
And though these years have wiped out many
things
The memory of the happy times with you
Though it was short, shall never be wiped out
To have you, and to hold you son
To love you, and to nurture you
Was such a great feeling
Then to part, and to part so quickly
Was the greatest sorrow to ever pierce my
heart
If were granted just one wish
If only one dream could come true
My only wish, and my only dream
Would be of yesterday and you
I

Forever loved and remembered
by your Mother and Father

J

